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ABSTRACT 
This report gives a user manual for an ALGOL 68 package for the solu-
tion of systems of nonlinear equations. It presents software for systems 
with and without known analytical derivatives as well as for reduction 
of systems with linear functions or linear occurring variables. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: systems of nonlinear equations, software 
;, ) This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This report gives a user manual for an ALGOL-68 package for the solu-
tion of systems of nonlinear equations. A theoretical description of this 
package as well as extensive testing of the algorithms used, is reported 
in BUS [1980a]. An ALGOL 60 version is described in BUS [1980b]. The package 
makes use of the programming system for operations on vectors and matrices: 
TORRIX, given by van der MEULEN & VELDHORST [1978]. Moreover, numerical 
operators are defined similarly to HEMKER & WINTER [1979]. Due to these 
choices we are able to present the package in such a way that it can be 
used with ALGOL 68 as well as FORTRAN routines for the bulk of the numerical 
algebraic computations. The ALGOL 68~FORTRAN interface is given in BOS & 
WINTER [1978] and the package is linked to the NAG software library. 
In order to keep this manual clear and handy we have avoided to describe 
complicated modes as long as they are internally to the package. Further-
more, we give no arguments for the chosen set up of the package, other than 
the wish to keep close to the various publications referred to above. 
Section 2 gives a description of the mathematical problem and a short 
review of the methods used. Section 3 gives descriptions of the key modes 
and operators. Here we describe how the various operators can be used to 
solve a system of nonlinear equations. In Section 4 we give some remarks 
about the numerical algebra prelude and we specify control cormnands for 
the use of the package, including the FORTRAN interface. In Section 5 we 
list the references. Finally, Section 6 gives an example program and Section 
7 the source texts of preludes and routines, as far as these are not 
published elsewhere. 
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND METHODS 
The general problem of solving a system of nonlinear equations is 
called pMblem P throughout this manual. If the derivatives are available 
we call it p~oblem Pj. Furthermore, if linear equations occur or some 
variables appear only linearly we may use reduction techniques to obtain 
smaller nonlinear problems. In such cases we talk about pMblem P(j)f and 
• 
P(j)v, respectively. We give precise definitions below. 
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PROBLEM Pis defined by the following data: 
I. A nonlinear function F: D -+ JR.n, where D is some open set in ]Rn. F as 
well as Dare defined by a routine of mode 'fune', which should be 
provided by the user. 
2. An initial guess x0 ED to a solution of the equation F(x) = 0. This 
vector has to be given as the left-hand operand of 'nlssolve'. 
3. Real numbers Eaf ~ O, Erf ~ E (where E. denotes the ma.ehlne p~ee,U,i__on) 
such that 
II F (x) - fl (F (x)) II s E fll F (x) II + E f. 
E r a 
Here fl (F(x)) denotes the value of F(x) computed on the machine with 
E 
precision E. Erf and Eaf can be set with the operators 'epsrf' and 
'epsaf', respectively. 
4. Real numbers of~ Eaf' o ~ E and o ~ 0, which specify the accuracy rx ax 
* that is required for a computed approximation x to a solution x of 
F(x) = O, in the following sense 
(a) llx*-xll s llillo + o , 
rx ax 
(b) 
Contrary to (b), (a) cannot be guaranteed (see safe stopping at the end 
of this section). of, o and o can be set by the operators 'dlf', rx ax 
'dlrx' and 'dlax', respectively. 
PROBLEM Pj is defined by the data of problem P together with: 




J(x) = F'(x) = - 1--ax. . . 
J 1J 
T of the system of equations F(x) = O. Here F(x) = (F 1(x), ••• ,Fn(x)) • 
J is defined by a routine of mode 'jaeob', which has to be provided 
by the user. 
6. Real numbers E . ~ O, E . ~ E such that 
aJ rJ 
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llJ(x)-fl (J(x))U SE .UJ(x)U + E •• 
E rJ aJ 
E • and E • can be set with the operators 'epsrj' and 'epsaj', respec-
rJ aJ 
tively. 
Sometimes, some equations of the system are linear in the variables. One 
can take advantage of this property by reducing the problem to a smaller 
system of nonlinear equations only. Suppo.se, after reordering, the function 
F can be given by 
(2.1) ( 
G(x) ) 
F(x) = , 
Ax-b 
where G: D + E.n-m is nonlinear, A is an (mxn)-matrix, b is an m-vector and 
m < n is the number of linear equations: Ax- b = 0. 
PROBLEM P(j)f is defined by the data of problem P (or Pj), where 
F: n·+ 1R.n is replaced by G: D ➔ 1R.n-m (note that J(x) is an ((n-m)xn)-
matrix now), together with: 
7. An (mxn)-matrix representing A in (2.1). This matrix can be specified by 
the operator 'Zinmat'. 
8. An m-vector b representing bin (2.1). This vector can be specified by 
the operator 'Zinvee'. 
Another possibility for reduction of the problem to a smaller nonlinear 
problem occurs if some variables occur only linearly. In that case, after 
reordering of the variables, we.can write the function Fas 
(2.2) F(x) = Ay + G(z), 
where G: D ➔ 1R.n with D the projection of D c 1R.n to 1R.n-m, m the number 
of linear variables and x = (Y), y E 1R.m represents the linear variables 
z 
and z E 1R.n-m represents the nonlinear variables. 
PROBLEM P(j)v is defined by the data of problem P (or Pj), where Fis 
replaced by G: D ➔ ]Rn (note that J(x) is a (nx(n-m))-matrix), together 
with: 
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9. An (nxm)-matrix representing A in (2.2). This matrix can be specified by 
the operator 'linmat'. 
REMARKS. 
I. It is reconnnended to provide the jacobian if it is not too difficult to 
program the analytic expressions for the jacobian elements. It increases 
efficiency of the methods if one evaluation of the jacobian is cheaper 
than n evaluations of the function. And, usually, it makes higher 
accuracy possible. 
One should never provide a numerically approximated jacobian. In such 
a case one should use a method which has an approximation method built in. 
2. We demand the matrix A in problems P(j)f and P(j)v to be full rank. 
3. It is not possible to take advantage from both linear equations and 
variables together. 
4. Although the definition of.the problem requires specification of all 
data, the progrannning package provides default specifications for most 
quantities. It is reconnnended, but not necessary, that the user defines 
his own specifications. 
The methods used in this package are all Newton-like methods. We now 
give a listing of methods and features which are available. 
A. If the jacobian subroutine is provided. 
I. NeJJJ.ton: a restrained Newton-like method using bisection for step 
length control and gaussian elimination for the solution of the 
linear system in each step. 
Specification ~ith 'method' newton. 
2. Genefl.a.Li.zed NeJJJ.ton: a strict Newton-like method (no step length 
control) using singular value decomposition to solve (possibly 
singular) linear systems in each step. 
Specification with 'method' general newton. 
3. Poly Newton: Newton and, if it fails, subsequently generalized Newton. 
Specification with 'method' poly newton. 
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B. No jacobian subroutine provided. 
1. ViooeJLe.11.ee New:t.on.: as Newton, but with the jacobian approximated with 
forward differences. 
Specification with 'method' diff newton. 
2. Gen.vr.alized cli.ooeJLen.ee New.ton.: as Generalized Newton, but with the 
jacobian approximated with forward differences. 
Specification with 'method' general diff newton. 
3. Poly cli.ooeJLen.ee New.ton.: Difference Newton and, if it fails, subsequent-
ly generalized difference Newton. 
Specification with 'method' poly diff newton. 
The methods given above are described in detail in BUS [1980a] with 
names: !ill, GAS, SNOLEQJ, DB, GDS and SNOLEQ, successively. Together with 
the algorithms the following features (also described in the given reference) 
are available in the package. 
F. 1. Automatic scaling 
Functions and variables are scaled before the iterative process is 
started, in such a way that row and column norms of the (approximated) 
jacobian at the initial point are in the intervals [¼n,/n] and [½,IJ, 
respectively. Automatic scaling can be performed using operator 
'scale'. It is only effectuated in (difference) Newton and if the user 
explicitly specifies it. It may have unpleasant side effects, e.g. 
the required precisions are attained for the scaled problem, and 
s~rong nonlinearity may cause scaling at the initial point to be use-
less or undesirable near a solution but it is not adapted. 
F.2. Conditional updating of the (approximated) jacobian 
If, based on certain conditions, it appears to be safe to approximate 
the jacobian in a given step by simply updating the (approximate) 
jacobian of the last step, one can allow the methods (difference) 
Newton to do so. If one does not want this feature, one has to specify 
this with operator 'updok'. This feature saves evaluation of the jaco-
bian (in Newton) and of the function (in difference Newton) and is 
worthwhile if such evaluations are expensive. It is undesirable if 
very high accuracy is required. 
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F.3. Safe stopping 
In (difference) Newton we use stopping criteria which reasonably 
guarantee the achievement of the requireq accuracy defined in P.4. 
It may save iteration steps when solving easy problems. For difficult 
problems, particularly if the jacobian has bad condition at the solu-
tion, the approximated solution will_ be more precise than using the 
standard criterion. Sometimes an error message is given due to the 
fact that the safe criterion can not be satisfied. The standard 
criterion is 
with k the iteration index. This criterion is used in generalized 
(difference) Newton. If the safe stopping criterion is not wanted 
then one can specify this using operator 'safe'. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF MODES AND OPERATORS 
We first describe the important modes in the package. In this section 
(P •• ) means reference to part of the problem definitions in Section 2. 
'mode' 'func' = 'ppoc' ('vec', 'vec', 'Pef' 'bool') 'void'; 
This is the mode of the problem function subroutine (P.I). 
For a given 'func' funrout, the call funrout(x,f,in) should result in: 
if xi D then in= 'false' 
- if x ED then in= 'true' and f = F(x). 
'mode' 'jacob' = 'pPoc' ('vec', 'mat', 'pef' 'bool') 'void'; 
This 1.S the mode of the jacobian subroutine (Pj. 5). 
For a given 'jacob' jac the call jac(x,b,in) should result in 
- if X i D then in = 'false' 
- if X E D then in = 'true' and b = J(x). 
'mode' 'info'= 'stPuct' ('peal' epsPf, epsaf, epsPj, epsaj, dlf, dlPx, 
dlax, nPmf, nPmdx, 
'int' ctit, ctfu, ctjc, ctlu, ctsv, eP, 
'bool' init, 'vec' f, 'mat' b), 
'Peduinfo' = 'stPuct' ('mat' la, 'vec' lb), 
'scalinfo' = 'stPuct' ('bool' sing, fscal, xscal, 'vec' ffacs, 
xfacs, 'pPoc'('vec', 'info', 'Pef''scalinfo') 'void' 
scale, bckscale); 
These modes provide process infor~tion structures for the general prob-
lem, for the case that reduction is possible due to linear equations, and 
for the case that scaling is performed, respectively. 





















e:rf (P. 3), set by 'epsrf'; 
e:af (P. 3), set by 'epsaf'; 
e: rj (Pj .6), set by 'epsrj'; 
e: aj (Pj. 6), set by 'epsaj '; 
of (P .4), set by 'dlf'; 
0 (P.4), set by 'dlrx'; rx 
0 (P.4), set by 'dlax'; ax 
IIF(x)II, with x the current iterate during 
the iterative process; 
llx-x_ll, with x the current iterate 
and x its predecessor; 
iteration counter; 
function evaluation counter; 
jacobian evaluation counter; 
: lu-decomposition (gaussian elimination) counter; 
singular value decomposition counter; 
:. error report; 
indicates whether F(x) (and J(x)) are given inf (and b); 
F(x); 
J(x) or its approximation; 
the matrix A defining either linear equations 











the vector bin case of linear equations (Pf.8); 
indicates singularity of the jacobian (approximation) at the 
initial point if scaling is performed; 
indicates whether the equations are scaled; 
indicates whether the variables are scaled; 
scaling factors for equations, if scaled; 
scaling factors for variables, if scaled; 
the routine performing scaling, which is dummy 
if scaling is not allowed; 
the routine performing rescaling 
(dummy if scaling not allowed). 
'mode' 'nlsp'Y'b' 
'nlsp'Y'ob' 
= 1-y,ef' 'nlsp'Y'ob ', 
= 'st'Y'uct' ('vec' x, 'func' fun, '-y,ef' 'info' info, 
'-y,ef' '"f'eduinfo' -y,info, '-y,ef' 'scalinfo' sinfo), 
= 'pef' 'nlsp'Y'objc ', 
'nlsp-y,objc' = 'st"f'uct' ('vec' x, 'func' fun, 'jacob' jac, 
'-y,ef' 'info' info, . 
1 -y,ef' '"f'eduinfo' -y,info, '"f'ef' 'scalinfo' s~nfo); 
These modes define the basic information structure for a problem P, Pj, 
P(j)f or P(j)v, together with some process information (the first two for 
P(f)(v), the last two for Pj(f)(v)). 
For the fields fun, jac, info, rinfo and sinfo we refer to the description 
of th~ir modes above. 
X gives the initial guess to the solution before entry of 
the iterative process; the current iterate during the 
process; the approximate solution after the process. 
'mode' 'metinfo' = 'st'Y'uct'('p-y,oc'('metnls') 'vec' nlssolVe'Y', 




= 'st'Y'uct' ('nlsp'Y'b' nlp, '-y,ef' 'metinfo' mi), 
= 'st'Y'uct'('p-y,oc'('metnlsjc') 'vec' 
nlssolve-y,, 'bool' pPint, safe, updok, 'int' maxits), 
= 'st'Y'uct' ('nlsp-y,bjc' nlp, '-y,ef' 'metinfojc' mi); 
'metinfo' ('metinfojc') specify the method to be used for solving a 
problem (with specified jacobian). 
'metnis' ('metnisjc') combine the problem information in 'nisprb' 
('nisprbjc') with the information about the method in 'metinfo' 
('metinfojc'). The description of the field nip is given above with the 






the routine to solve the problem; 
indicates whether printing of intermediate results is 
required. Initial and final information, together with 
one line per step is produced. print is set by 'print'; 
indicates whether a safe stopping criterion has to be used 
(see Section 2, feature 3); safe is set by 'safe'; 
indicates whether conditional updating is allowed (see 
Section 2, feature 2); updok is set by 'updok'; 
the maximum number of iteration steps 
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allowed during the solution process; maxits is set by 'maxits'. 
The dyadic operator that activates the solution process is: 'nissoive'. 
Given an initial guess in 'vec' x and a problem and method specification in 
'metnis' ('metnisjc') mi we activate the solution of the given problem by 
the given method with the call 
x 'nissoive' mi. 
We have given a table of the operators to be used to specify values 
for the various fields of the data structures with their default values. 
Most fields are identified with the same name (without quotes) as the 
operator, except for 'Unmat' (field Za), 'Unvec' (field ib) and 'scale' 




right hand side default meaning rema'rks 
operator operand value 
'epsrf' 'real' * P.3 e: e:rf see 
'epsaf' 'real' e: e:af see P.3 
'epsrj' 'real' e: e: rj see Pj .6 
'epsaj' 'real' e: e: aj see Pj .6 
'dlf' 'real' re of see P.4 
'dlrx' 'real' ft 0 see P.4 rx 
'dtax' 'real' ft 0 see P.4 ax 
'scale' 'bool' 'false' automatic scaling ignored for genera-
permitted? lized methods 
'Unmat' 'mat' 'nil' matrix A for linear see Pf, Pv; no com-
equations or bination of Pf and Pv 
variables 
'linvec' 'vec' 'nil' vector b for linear see Pf. 
equations 
'print' 'bool' 'true' printing required? see program exam-
ple, Section 5 
'safe' 'bool' 'true' I safe stopping default 'true' for 
'false' criterion required'! (difference) Newton, 
'false ' otherwise; 
see Sect.2, feat. 3. 
'updok' 'bool' 'true'/ conditional up- default 'tr-v1.e' for 
'false' dating required? (difference) Newton, 
'false ' otherwise; 
see Sect.2, feat. 2 
'maxi ts' 'int' 40/80 max. nb. of itera- default 80 for poly-
tion steps· methods, otherwise 
allowed 40 
* e: = small real 
All operators have as possible left hand operands variables of mode: 'func', 
'nlspr.b', 'nlsprbjc'. Moreover, for 'print' up to 'maxits' we can also have 
'metnls' or 'metnlsjc' 
The operators 'epsrf' up to 'Zinvec' produce a 'nlsprb' ('nlsprbjc'); the ,. 
other operators produce a 'metnls' ('metnlsjc'). 
Finally, we give short descriptions of possible constructions of 
objects of the various modes. 
A. Jacobian routine is not specified 
Given a function routine 'func' fu:nrout. 
'n'lsprb' nlp := 'setnls' funrout 
I I 
creates an object of mode 'nlsprb' yielding default values in all fields of 
nlp except for fun 'of' nlp which is set to fu:nrout. 
Another method, which enables specification of other fields at the same 
statement is: 
'nlsprb' nlp := fu:nrout['epsrf' erf]['epsaf' eaf] 
['epsrj' erj]['epsaj' eaj]['dlf' df]['dlrx' drx] 
['dlax' dax]['scale' bl]['linmat' la]['linvec' b]; 
where [ J means that the operator and operand within brackets is optional, 
although at least one has to be specified; no such specification means 
default value. 
After such a creation of nlp the value of a field can be changed by 
using the appropriate operator (see Table I). 
An object of mode 'metnls' can subsequently be created by: 
'metnls' ml := nlp[ 'method' f!!!~r:~w:~ff newton}] 
l;oly diff newton 
['print' pr]['safe' b1]['updok' b2]['maxits' mx]; 
Again [] means optional (no specification yields default value), although 
at least one has to be specified. Furthermore, {i} means that a choice from 
a, band c has to be made. If 'method' is not specified, then the default 
method poly diff newton is chosen (diff is shortation for difference, see 
Section 2). 
Finally, if the initial vector of variables 'vec' xis given, the 
solution process can be activated by one of the following calls: 
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:x; 'nlsso Zve ' funrout 
:x; 'n'lsso'lve' n'lp 
:x; 'n'lsso'lve' ml. 
(all fields default, except fun, 
default method: poly diff newton); 
(default method: poly diff newton, 
fields: print, safe, updok and maxits default); 
B. Jacobian routine specified 
Given a function routine 'func' funrout and a jacobian routine 'jacob' 
jacrout. 
'nlsprbjc' n'lpj := funrout 'jacobian' jacrout; 
creates an object of mode 'n'lsprbjc' yielding default values in all fields 
except for fun(:= funrout) and jac (:= jacrout). Specification of certain 
fields·can be performed by applying an appropriate operator on n'lpj (see 
Table I). 
An object of mode 'metn'lsjc' can subsequently be created by 
'metn'lsjc' m'lj :=n'lpj[ 'methodJ;:~!~~i newton}] 
'o'ly newton 
['print' pr]['safe' bl]['updok' b2]['maxits' mx]; 
where again [ J means optional, with default value if deleted, the default 
method is poly newton (see Section 2). At least one of the operand specifi-
cations has to be given. 
Given the initial vector of variables 'vec' x, the solution process can 
be activated by one of the following calls: 
:x; 'n'lsso'lve' n'lpj 
:x; 'n'lsso'lve' m'lj. 
(default method and fields: 
print, safe, updok and maxits); 
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4. NUMERICAL ALGEBRA PRELUDE AND FORTRAN LINK 
The numerical algebra prelude and library routines are based on the 
matrix-vector programming system TORRIX (see van der MEULEN & VELDHORST 
[1978]) (For references see Section 5). We used a small subset of the modes 
and operators des.cribed in HEMKER & WINTER [ 1979]. These are equivalent to 
those used in AFLINK. (BOS & WINTER [1978]) which enables us to use the 
NAG-FORTRAN software library for the bulk of the numerical algebra compu-
tations. (There is one difference concerning the operator 'trims'; we use 
our own version and define it in the nonlinear system prelude, so that use 
of the AFLINK. operator 'trims' is avoided). The use of FORTRAN software 
for matrix decomposition may yield attractive CPU-time savings, particular-
ly for nasty and large problems. We shall not give the source texts of the 
ALGOL 68 numerical algebra routines in Section 6. Except for some removed 
errors these can be found in BUS [1980a]. 
Hence,. the system can be used with either ALGOL 68 matrix decomposition 
routines or FORTRAN (NAG) matrix decomposition routines. The NOS/BE control 
commands which has to be used are: 
BEGIN,INIT,,NLS(,FTN). 
A68, I= PROGRAM, P = NLSLIB/NLSPRL. 
LGO. 
If FTN is specified then the FORTRAN-NAG link is used. 
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6. PROGRAM EXAMPLE 
'begin' 
'op' 'pi'·= ('vec' x) 'r>eal,' : 
'begin' 'r>eal,' r>es:= 1; 
'for>' i. 'to' 'upb' x 'do' r>es *:= x[i] 'od'; r>es 
'end'; 
'func' pr>obl,em one r>ed = ( 'vec' x,f, 'r>ef' 'bool,' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' ok:= 'tr>ue'; f[1]:= - 1 + 'pi' x 'end'; 
'func' pmbl,em one= ('vec' x,f, 'r>ef' 'bool,' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' ok:= 'tr>ue'; f[1]:= - 1 + 'pi' x; 
'r>eal,' sum:= 0; 'int' n = 'upb' x; 
'for>' i 'to' n 'do' sum+:= x[i] 'od'; 
'for>' i 'fr>om' 2 'to' n 'do' f[i]:= -(n+1) + x[i] + sum 'od' 
'end'; 
'jacob' jac one r>ed = ('vec' x, 'mat' b, 'r>ef''bool,' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' 'r>eal,' pi; ok:= (pi:= 'pi' x) /= O; 
'if' ok 
'then' 'for>' i 'to' n 'do' b[1,i]:= pi/x[i] 'od' 'fi' 
'end'; 
'jacob' jac one= ('vec' x, 'mat' b, 'r>ef''bool,' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' 'r>eal,' pi; ok:= (pi:= 'pi' x) /= O; 
'if' ok 
'then' 'for>' i 'to' n 'do' b[1,i]:= pi/x[i] 'od'; 
b[2:n,1:n]:= 1 'into' genmat(n-1, n); 
'for>' i 'fr>om' 2 'to' n 'do' b[i,i]:= 2 'od' 
'fi' 
'end'; 
'int' n = 10; 'r>eal,' eps = le-7, epsr>f = n * smal,7, r>eal,; 
-'r>eal,' epsaf = epsr>f; 
'vec' x:= 0.5 'into' genvec(n); 
p'Y'int ( ( new-page, "pr>obl,em char>acter>istics ", newl,ine, 
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• ", newl,ine, newl,ine, 
"dimension ",whol,e( 'upb' x,-2),newl,ine, 
"r>eL prec. ",ffoat(epsr>f,-9,2,4),newl,ine, 
"abs. pr>ec. ", ffoat ( epsaf, -9, 2, 4), newUne) J; 
outvec(stand out,x,6,3, "initial, guess"); 
p'Y'int ((newl,ine, newl,ine, newl,ine, newl,ine, "method : pol,y newton")); 
x 'nl,ssoive' pr>obl,em one 'jacobian' jae one 'epsr>f' epsr>f 
'epsaf' epsaf 'dl,f' eps 'dl,r>x' eps 'dl,ax' eps 'mazits' 30; 
x:= 0.5 'into' genvec(n); 
, p'Y'int( (new-page, "pr>oblem as above", newl,ine, newl,ine, newline, 
"method : poly newton with r>eduction "J); 




'fop' i 'to' n - 1 'do' la[i,i + 1]:= 2 'od'; 
'vee' lb:= (n + 1) 'into' genvee(n - 1); 
x 'nlssolve' pPoblem one Ped 'jaeobian' jae one Ped 'epsPf' epsPf 
'epsaf' epsaf 'dlf' eps 'dlPx' eps 'dlax' eps 'linmat' la 
'linvee' lb 'maxits' 20; 
x:= 0.5 'into' genvee(n); 
pnnt((neu.7page,"pPoblem as above with default pPeeisions",nel,)line, 
nel,)line, nel,)line, "method :· genePal diff nemon ")); 
outvee(stand out,x 'nlssolve' pPoblem one 
'method' genePal diff nel,)ton 'maxits' 20,6,3,"solution") 
dimension 10 
Pel. pPec. 7.lle -14 
abs. pPec. 7.lle -14 
initial guess 
1 +5.000000e -1 
2 +5.000000e -1 
3 +5.000000e -1 
4 +5.000000e -1 
method poly newton 
5 +5.000000e -1 
6 +5.000000e -i 
7 +5.000000e -1 
8 +5.000000e -1 
9 +5.000000e -1 
10 +5.000000e -1 
staPt of itePation, no scaling pePfoPmed 
its fus jcs noPm(f) Zabda omega beta kappa nPmjacinv 
0 1 1 .165e +2 .le +1 .le +1 .oe +1 .le +1 .le +1 
1 11 1 ,165e +2 .2e -2 ,le +1 .5e +4 .6e +3 .9e +3 
2 13 2 .126e +2 .5e +0 .2e +2 .3e +2 .3e +1 • Be +1 
3 14 3 .115e +1 .le +1 .Be +1 ,3e +1 .2e +1 .9e +0 
4 15 4 .345e +0 .le +1 .3e +0 .5e +0 .le +1 .9e +0 
5 16 5 .976e -1 .le +1 .3e +1 .3e +0 .2e +1 .9e +0 
6 17 6 .256e -1 .le +1 .4e +1 .2e +0 .4e +1 .9e +0 
7 18 7 .574e -2 .le +1 .5e +1 .le +0 .Be +1 .9e +0 
B 19 8 .818e -3 .le +1 .Be +1 .4e -1 .le +2 .le +1 
9 20 9 .309e -4 .le +1 .le +2 .Be -2 .2e +2 .le +1 
10 21 10 .513e -7 .le +1 .le +2 .3e -3 .2e +2 .le +1 
11 22 10 .853e -10 .le +1 .5e +1 .5e -6 .2e +2 .le +1 
end of itePation 
itePation successful 
appPox. solution 
1 +1.0000000e +o 5 +1.0000000e +0 9 +1.0000000e 
2 +1.0000000e +o 6 +1.0000000e +0 10 +1.0000000e 
3 +1.0000000e +o 7 +1.0000000e +0 
4 +1.0000000e +o 8 +1. 0000O00e +0 
function 
1 -B.534329e -11 5 -5.684342e -14 9 -5.684342e -14 
2 -5.684342e -14 6 -5.6B4342e -14 10 -5.684342e -14 
3 -5.684342e -14 7 -5. 684342e -14 
4 -1.136B6Be -13 8 -5.6B4342e -14 
17 · 
ePPjac dfstep 
.oe +1 .1e+1 







. 2e-11 .le+l 
.2e-11 .1e+1 
• 3e-11 .1e+1 




pPoblem as above 
method: poly newton with Peduction 
staPt of itePation, no scaling pePfoPmed 
its fus Jes noPm(f) labda omega beta kappa nPm;jacinv ePP,jac df step 
0 1 1 .575e 
1 2 1 .B20e 
2 3 2 . 311e 
3 4 3 . 519e 
4 5 3 .B6Be 
end of itePation 
itePation successful 
appPox. solution 
1 +1.0000000e +0 
2 +1.0000000e +0 
3 +1.0000000e +0 
4 -+1.oooooooe +o 
function 
1 -B.6B4964e -11 
2 -7.95B079e -13 
3 -9.094947e -13 






.le +1 .le +1 .oe +1 
.le +1 .le +1 .4e -1 
.le +1 .le +2 .Be 
.le +1 .le +2 .Je 
.le +1 .5e +1 .5e 
5 +1.0000000e +0 
6 +1.0000000e +0 
7 +1.0000000e +0 




.le +1 .le +1 .0e +1 
.le +1 . 7e +1 .2e-12 
.le +1 .le +2 .2e-12 
.le +1 .le +2 .2e-12 
.le +1 .le +2 .Be -2 
9 +1.0000000e +0 
10 +1.0000000e +0 
5 -7.3B9644e -13 
6 -7.95B079e -13 
? -7.3B9644e -13 
8 -7.3B9644e -13 
9 -6.B21210e -13 







pPobZem as above with defauit pPeeisions 
method: genePaZ diff newton 
staPt of itePation, no seaZing pePfoPmed 
its fus Jes noPm(f} Zabda omega ·beta kappa nPmjaeinv ePPjae dfstep 
0 11 0 .165e +2 .le +1 .le +1 .oe +1 .le +1 .le +1 .oe +1 • 7e-6 
1 12 0 .109e +29 .le +1 .le +1 .5e +4 .3e +4 .5e +4 .2e -1 • 7e-6 
2 23 0 • 378e +28 .le +1 .le +15 .2e +,3 .le +1 .2e -25 .6e -8 .1e+1 
3 34 0 .131e +28 .le +1 .le +15 .le +3 .le +1 .4e -25 .4e-10 .le-2 
4 45 0 .454e +27 .le +1 .le +15 .le +3 .le +1 .le -24 . 6e-10 .9e-3 
5 56 0 .157e +27 .le +1 .le +15 .le +3 .le +1 .3e -24 .le -9 .5e-3 
6 67 0 .545e +26 .le +1 .le +15 .le +3 .le +1 • 7e -24 .2e -9 .3e-3 
7 78 0 .189e +26 .le +1 .le +15 .9e +2 .le +1 .2e -23 .3e -9 .2e-3 
8 89 0 • 654e +25 .le +1 .le +15 .Be +2 .le +1 .4e -23 .4e -9 .le-3 
9 100 0 .227e +25 .le +1 .le +15 • 7e +2 .le +1 .le -22 . 7e -9 .Be-4 
10 111 0 • 785e +24 .le +1 .le +15 • 7e +2 .le +1 • 3e -22 .le -8 .5e-4 
11 122 0 • 272e +24 .le +1 .le +15 .6e +2 .le +1 . 7e -22 .2e -8 .3e-4 
12 133 0 .943e +23 .le +1 .le +15 .5e +2 .le +1 .2e -21 .3e -8 .2e-4 
13 144 0 • 327e +23 .le +1 .le +15 .5e +2 .le +1 .5e -21 .4e -8 .le-4 
14 155 0 .113e +23 .le +1 .le +15 .4e +2 .le +1 .le -20 . 7e -8 .Be-5 
15 1.66 0 .392e +22 .le +1 .le +15 .4e +2 .le +1 .3e -20 ,le -7 .5e-5 
16 177 0 .136e +22 .le +1 .le +15 .3e +2 .le +1 • Be -20 .2e -7 .3e-5 
17 188 0 • 470e +21 .le +1 .le +15 .3e +2 .le +1 .2e -19 .3e -7 .2e-5 
18 199 0 .163e +21 .le +1 .le +15 • 3e +2 .le +1 .5e -19 .5e -? .le-5 
19 210 0 .565e +20 .le +1 .le +15 .2e +2 .le +1 .le -18 • 7e -7 .Be-6 
20 221 0 .196e +20 .le +1 .le +15 .2e +2 .le +1 ,4e -18 .le -6 .5e-6 
end of itepation 
appPo:,;. soiution 
1 +5.03953864e +3 5 -5.39643839e +1 9 -5.39643840e +1 
2 -5.39643840e +1 fJ -5.39643840e +1 10 -5.39643839e +1 
3 -5.39643840e +1 7 -5.39643839e +1 
4 -5.39643839e +1 8 -5.39643839e +1 
funetion 
1 -1.955941e +19 5 +4.488895e +3 9 +4.488895e +3 
2 +4.488895e +3 6 +4.488095e +3 10 +4.488895e +3 
3 +4.488895e +3 7 +4.488895~ +3 
4 +4.488895e +3 8 +4.488895e +3 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* faiZuPe of itePation too many funetion evaiuations or> itePations PequiPed * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
soiution 
1 +5.039539e +3 5 -5.396438e +1 9 -5.396438e +1 
2 -5.396438e +1 6 -5.396438e +1 10 -5.396438e +1 
3 ,-5.396438e +1 7 -5.396438e +1 
4 -5.396438e +1 8 -5.396438e +1 
20 
7. SOURCE TEXTS 
napr>el: 
# numer>ieal, algebr>a pr>elude, 
j.e.p. bus, update 811028, 
to be eorrrpiled by: a68,i=lfn,p=numal3/tor-min,n. 
wher>e tor>min is an optimized ver>sion of the tor>'Y'ix basis pr>elude 
(see meul,en en veldhor>st [1978]) 
# 
'begin' 
'mode' 'pr>b' = 'str>uet'('r>eal' r>elaee, absaee, r>eltol, abstol, 
'int' maxit); 
'mode' 'pr>ob' ~ 'r>ef "pr>b '; 
'mode' 'matpr>ob' = 'str>uet'('mat' _mat, 'pr>ob' pr>ob), 
'lud' = 'str>uet'('mat' mat, Lu, 'vee' per-m, 1r>eal' dl, 
'int' id, 'bool' r>eady), 
'svd' = 'str>uet'('mat' u, v, 'vee' sngval, 
'bool' r>eady, t'Y'ims called); 
,-op' 'defpr>ob' = ( 'mat' m) 'pr>ob': 
('heap' 'pr>b' pr>ob:= 
( smaU r>eal,, smaU r>eal, smaU r>eal * 1 O, smaU r>eal * 1 O, 
'size' m * 10); pr>ob 
); 
'op' ('matpr>ob') 'lud' 'dee'= 'pr>' xr>ef demp 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'op' ('matpr>ob') 'svd' 'svdee' = 'pr>' xr>ef svdmp 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'op' 'dee' = ('mat') 'lud' : 'dee' 'matpr>ob' (m, 'defpr>ob' m); 
·lop' 'svdee' = ('mat') 'svd' : 'svdee' 'matpr>ob' (m, 'defpr>ob' m); 
'op_' 'cheek' = ( 'lud' lud) 'bool': r>eady 'of' lud; 
'op' 'cheek' = ('svd' svd) 'bool': Peady 'of' svd; 
'op' ( 'lud I, 'vee') 'vee' 'sol' = 'pr' I xr>ef slv 'pr' I 'skip'; 
'op' ( 'svd', 'vee') 'vee' 'sol' = 'pr' I xr>ef ssvdv 'pp' 'skip'; 
'op' ('Peal', 'svd') 'svd' 'tr>ims' = 'pr>' xPef t'Y'ims 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'op' 'sqr>' = ( 'vee' x) 'Peal' : x * x; 
'op' 'r>ound' = ('vee' v) 'index': 
('index' p:= genintar>r>ay('lwb' v, 'upb' v); 
J; 
'for>' i 'fr>om' 'lwb' v 'to' 'upb' v 'do' p[i]:= 'r>ound' v[i] 'od'; 
p 
'pPio' 'sol'= 2, 'tPims' = 3; 
'Peal' min Peal= 2.0 ** -9?5; 
'pP' pPog 'pP' 'skip' 
'end'# napPel, numerical algebPa pPelude# 
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nl,spr•l : 'begin' 
# ppel,ude fop sol,ving systems of nonl,ineaP equations 
j.e.p. bus, upd,ate 811028, 
to be eompil,ed by: a68,i=l,fn,p=nl,sl,ib/nappel,,n. 
'mode' 'fune' = 'ppoe' ('vee', 'vee', 'Pef' 'bool,') 'void'; 
'mode' 'jaeob' = 'ppoe' ('vee', 'mat', 'Pef' 'bool,') 'void'; 
'mode' 'info'= 'stPuet' ('Peal,' epsPf, epsaf, epsPj, epsaj, dl,f, dl,Px, 
dl,ax, nPmf, nPmdx, 
'int' etit, etfu, etje, <Jtiu, <Jtsv, eP, 
'bool,' init, 've<J 1 f, 'mat' b); 
'mode' 'Peduinfo' = 'stPuet' ('mat' ia, 've<J' l,b); 
'mode' 's<Jal,info' = 'stPu<Jt' ('bool,' sing, fs<Jai, xs<Jai, 'Ve<J' ffa<Js, 
xfaes~ 'pPo<J'('Ve<J', 'info', 1Pef''seal,info') 'void' 
s<Jal,e, b<Jks<Jal,e); 
'mode' 'nl,spPb' = 'Pef' 'nl,spPob'; 
'mode' 'nl,spPob' = 'stPu<Jt' ('Ve<J' x, 'fun<J' fun, 1 Pef' 'info' info, 
'Pef' 'Peduinfo' Pinfo, 'Pef' 'seal,info' sinfo); 
'mode' 'metnl,s' = 'stPuet' ('nl,spPb' nip, 'Pef' 'metinfo' mi); 
'mode' 'metinfo' = 'stPu<Jt'('pPo<J'('metnl,s') 've<J' nl,ssol,veP, 
'bool,' pPint, safe, upd,ok, 'int' maxits); 
'mode' 'nl,spPbj<J' = 'pef' 'nl,spPobj<J'; 
'mode' 'nl,spPobj<J' = 'stPu<Jt' ('Ve<J' x, 'fune' fun, 'ja<Job' Jae, 
'Pef' 'info' info, 
'Pef' 'Peduinfo' Pinfo, 'Pef' 's<Jal,info' sinfo); 
'mode' 'metnl,sj<J' = 'stPu<Jt' ('nl,spPbj<J' nip, 'Pef' 'metinfoj<J' mi); 
'mode' 'metinfoj<J' = 'stPuet'('pPo<J'f'metnl,sj<J') 'Ve<J' nl,ssoiveP, 
'bool,' pPint, safe, upd,ok, 'int' maxits); 
'info' definfos = (smal,l, Peal,, smal,l, Peal,, smal,l, peal,, smal,l, Peal,, 
sqPt(smal,l, peal,), sqpt(smal,l, Peal,), sqPt(smal,l, Peal,), 
maxPeai, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 'fal,se', 'nil,', 'nil,'); 
'pPoe' dummy= ('vee' x, 'info' info, 'Pef' 'seal,info' sinfo) 'void': 
'skip'; 
'pPoe' ('Ve<J', 'info', 1 Pef''s<Jal,info') 'void' seal,e = 
'pP' x~ef s<Jal,e 'pP 1 'skip'; 
'pPo<J' ('ve<J', 'info', 'Pef''s<Jal,info') 'void' b<Jks<Jal,e = 
'pr>' xr>ef bekseal 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'r>eduinfo' defr>eduinfo = ('nil', 'nil'); 
'sealinfo' defsealinfo = ('false', 'false', 'false', 'nil', 'nil', 
dummy, dummy); 
'op' 'setnls' = ('fune' fun) 'nlspr>b' : 
'heap' 'nlspr>ob' := 
('nil',fun, 'heap' 'info':= definfos, 
'heap' 'r>eduinfo':= defr>eduinfo, 
'heap' 'sealinfo ':= defsealinfo); 
'op' 'jaeobian' = ('fune' fun, 'jaeob' jae) 'nlspr>bje' : 
'heap' 'nlspr>obje' := 
('nil', fun, jae, 'heap' 'info':= definfos, 
'heap' 'r>eduinf o ': = defr>eduinf o, 
'heap' 'sealinfo':= defsealinfo); 
'op' 'method'= ('fune' fun, 'r>ef' 'metinfo' mi) 'metnls' : 
('setnls' fun, mi); 
'op' 'me.thod' = ( 'nlspr>b' nlp, 1 r>ef' 'metinfo' mi) 'metnls' : (nlp,mi); 
'op' 'method'= ('nlspr>bje' nlp, 'r>ef' 'metinfoje' mi) 'metnlsje' : 
(nlp,mi); 
'pr>oe' diff newton= 'r>ef' 'metinfo' : 
'heap' 'metinfo':= (dbu, 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 40); 
'pr>oe; ('metnls') 'vee' dbu = 'pr>' xr>ef dbu 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'pr>oe' gener>al diff newton= 'r>ef' 'metinfo' : 
'heap' 'metinfo':= (gds, 'tr>ue', 'false', 'false', 40); 
'pr>oe' ('metnls') 'Vee' gds = 'pr>' xr>ef gds 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'pr>oe' poly diff newton= 'r>ef' 'metinfo' : 
'heap' 'metinfo':= (snoleq, 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 80); 
'pr>oe' ('metnls') 'vee' snoleq = 'pr>' xr>ef snoleq 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'pr>oe' newton= 'r>ef' 'metinfoje' : . 
'heap' 'metinfojc':= (abu, 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 40); 
'pr>oe' ('metnlsje') 'vee' abu = 'pr>' xr>ef abu 'pr>' 'skip'; 
'pr>oe' geneml newton= 'r>ef' 'metinfoje' : 
'heap' 'metinfoje':= (gas, 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 'tr>ue', 40); 




'pPoe' poiy newton= 'Pef' 'metinfoje': 
'heap' 'metinfoje':= (snoieqj, 'tPue', 'tPue', 'tPue', 40); 
'pPoe' ('metnisje') 'vee' snoieqj = 'pP' xPef snoieqj 'pP' 'skip'; 
'op' 'nissoive' = ('vee' x, 'fune' fun) 'vee' : 
x 'nissoive' 'setnis' fun; 
'op' 1nissoive' ~ ('vee' x, 'nispPb' nip) 'vee' : 
x 'nissoive' nip 'method' poiy diff· newton; 
'op' ('vee', 1metnis 1 ) 'vee' 'nissoive' = 'pP' xPef nsvmns 'pP' 'skip'; 
'op' 1nissoive' = ('vee' x, 'nispPbje' nip) 'vee' : 
x 'nissoive' nip 'method' poiy newton; 
'op' ('vee', 'metnisje') 'vee' 1nissoive' = 'pP' xPef nsvmnsj 'pP' 
'skip'; 
'op' 1 iinmat' = ('fune' fun, 'mat' ia) 1nispPb' : 
'setnis' fun 1 iinmat' ia; 
'op' 1 iinmat' = ('nispPb' nip, 'mat' ia) 1nispPb' : 
tia 'of' Pinfo 'of' nip:= ia; nip); 
'op' 1iinmat' = ('nispPbje' nip, 'mat' ia) 1nispPbje' : 
ria 'of' Pinfo 'of' nip:= ia; nip); 
'op' 1iinvee' = ('fune' fun, 'vee' ib) 'nispPb' : 
'setnis' fun 1 iinvee' ib; 
'op' 1iinvee 1 = ('nispPbje' nip, 'vee' ib) 1nispPbje' : 
(ib 'of' Pinfo 'of' nip:= ib; nip); 
'op' 1iinvee' = ('nispPb' nip, 'vee' ib) 1nispPb' : 
rib 'of' Pinfo 'of' nip:= ib; nip); 
'op' 'seaie 1 = ('fune' fun, 'booi 1 sei) 1nispPb' : 
'setnis 1 fun 'seaie 1 sei; 
'op' 'seaie' = ( 'nispPb' nip, 'booi' sei) 'nispPb' : 
( seaie 'of' sinfo 'of' nip:= ( sei ! seaie ! dummy); 
bekseaie 'of' sinfo 'of' nip:= ( sei ! bekseaie ! dummy); 
nip);. 
'op' 'seaie 1 = ('nispPbje' nip, 'booi 1 sei) 'nispPbje' : 
( seaie 'of' sinfo 'of' nip:= ( sei ! seaie ! dummy); 
bekseaie 'of' sinfo 'of' nip:= ( sei ! bekseaie ! dummy); 
nip); 
'op' 'epsPf' = ('fune' fun, 'peal' epspf) 'nlspPb' : 
'setnls' fun 'epsPf' epsPf; 
'op' 'epsPf' = ('nlspPb' nlp, 'Peal' epspf) 'nlspPb' : 
(epsPf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsPf; nlp); 
'op' 'epsPf' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'Peal' epsPf) 'nlspPbje' : 
(epsPf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsPf; nlp); 
'op' 'epsaf' = ('fune' fun, 'Peal' epsaf) 'nlspPb' : 
'setnls' fun 'epsaf' epsaf; 
'op' 'epsaf' = ('nlspPb' nlp, 'Peal' epsaf) 'nlspPb': 
(epsaf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsaf; nlp); 
'op' 'epsaf' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'peal' epsaf) 'nlspPbje' : 
(epsaf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsaf; nlp); 
'op' 'epsPj' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'peal' epspj) 'nlspPbje' : 
(epsPj 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsPj; nlp); 
'op' 'epsaj' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'Peal' epsaj) 'nlspPbje' : 
(epsaj 'of' info 'of' nlp:= epsaj; nlp); 
'op' 'dlf' = ('fune' fun, 'peal' dlf) 'nlspPb' : 
'setnls' fun 'dlf' dlf; 
'op' 'dlf' = ( 'nlspPb' nlp, 'Peal' dlf) 'nlspPb' : 
(dlf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= dlf; nlp); 
'op' 'dlf' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'peal' dlf) 'nlspPbje' : 
(dlf 'of' info 'of' nlp:= dlf; nlp); 
'op' 'dlPx' = ('fune' fun, 'peal' dlPx) 'nlspPb' : 
'setnls' fun 'dlPx' dlPx; 
'op' 'dlPx' = ('nlspPb' nlp, 'Peal' dlPx) 'nlspPb': 
(dlPx 'of' info 'of' nlp:= dlPx; nlp); 
'op' 'dlPx' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'Peal' dlPx) 'nlspPbje' : 
(dlPx 'of' info 'of' nlp:= dlPx; nlp); 
'op' 'dlax'= ('fune' fun, 'peal' dlax) 'nlspPb': 
'setnls' fun 'dlax' dlax; 
'op' 'dlax' = ('nlspPb' nlp, 'peal' dlax) 'nlspPb' 
.(dlax 'of' info 'of' nlp:= dlax; nlp); 
'op' 'dlax' = ('nlspPbje' nlp, 'Peal' dlax) 'nlspPbje' : 
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(dtax 'of' info 'of' ntp:~ dtax; ntp); 
'op' 'pPint' = ('fune' fun, 'boot' pPint) 'metnts' : 
'setnts' fun 'pPint' pPint; 
'op' 'pPint' = ('ntspPb' ntp, 'boot' pPint) 'metnts' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfo':= (snoteq, pPint, 'tPue', 'tPue', 40)); 
'op' 'pnnt' = ('metnts' mn, 'boot' pPint) 'metnts': 
(pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn:= ppint; mn); 
'op' 'pPint' = ('metntsje' mn, 'boot' pPint) 'metntsje' : 
(pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn:= ppint; mn); 
'op' 'pPint' = ('ntspPbje' ntp, 'boot' pPint) 'metntsje' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfoje':= (snoteqj, pPint, 'tPue', 'tPue', 40)); 
'op' 'safe'= ('fune' fun, 'boot' safe) 'metnts': 
'setnts' fun 'safe' safe; 
'op' 'safe'= ('ntspPb' ntp, 'boot' safe) 'metnts' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfo':= (snoteq, 'tPue', safe, 'tPue', 40)); 
'op' 'safe'= ('metnts' mn, 'boot' safe) 'metnts': 
(safe 'of' mi 'of' mn:= safe; mn); 
'op' 'safe'= ('metntsje' mn, 'boot' safe) 'metntsje' : 
(safe 'of' mi 'of' mn:= safe; mn); 
'op' .'safe' = ( 'ntspPbje' ntp, 'boot' safe) 'metntsje' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfoje':= (snoteqj, 'tPue', safe, 'tpue', 40)); 
'op' 'updok' = ('fune' fun, 'boot' updok) 'metnts' : 
'setnts' fun 'updok' updok; 
'op' 'updok' = ('ntspPb' ntp, 'boot' updok) 'metnts': 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfo':= (snoteq, 'tPue', 'tPue', updok, 40)); 
'op' 'updok' = ('metnts' mn, 'boot' updok) 'metnts' : 
(updok 'of' mi 'of' mn:= updok; mn); 
'op' 'updok' = ('metntsje' mn, 'boot' updok) 'metntsje' : 
(updok 'of' mi 'of' mn:= updok; mn); 
'op' 'updok' = ('ntspPbje' ntp, 'boot' updok) 'metntsje' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfojc':= (snoteqj, 'tPue', 'tPue', updok, 40)); 
'op' 'maxits' = ('func' fun, 'int' maxits) 'metnts' : 
'setnts' fun 'maxits' maxits; 
'op' 'ma::cits' = ('ntspPb' ntp, 'int' ma::cits) 'metnts' : 
(ntp, 'heap' 'metinfo':= (snoteq, 'tPue', 'tPue', 'tPue',maxits)); 
'op' 'ma::cits' = ( 'metnts' mn,. 'int' ma::cits) 'metnts' : 
(maxits 'of' mi 'of' mn:= maxits; mn); 
'op' 'ma::cits' = ('metntsjc' mn, 'int' maxits) 'metntsjc': 
(maxi ts 'of' mi 'of' mn:= maxi ts; mn); 
'op' 'maxits' = ('ntspPbjc' ntp, 'int' maxits) 'metntsjc' : 
(ntp, 
'heap' 'metinfojc':= (snoteqj, 'tPue', 'tPue', 'tPue', maxits)); 
'op' ('vec') 'Peat' 'nPm' = 'pP' xPef nPm 'pP' 'skip'; 
'op' 'det' = ('tud' tud) 'Peat' : (d1 'of' tud) * 2.0 ** (id 'of' tud); 
'mode' 'auxit' = 'stPuct'('vec' x, 'pef"vec' dx, 'Pef' 'info' info, 
'int' maxits, . 
'Pef''Peat' tabda, om, kappa, epsf, e, hs, nPmX,nPmbi, 
'Pef''boot' dif, 'pPoc'('int') 'void' ePPex); 
'pPoc'· ('vec', 'vec', 'mat', 'peat', 'func', 1 Pef''boot') 'void' jacobnnf = 
'pP' xPef jacob 'pP' 'skip'; 
'pPoc' ('auxit', 'pPoc'('vec', 'vec') 'Peat') 
'void' Pesbis = 'pP' xPef Pesbis 'pP' 'skip'; 
'pPoc' ('auxit') 'boot' stopfut = 'pP' XPef stopfut 'pP' 'skip'; 
'ppoc' ('au:x;it') 'boot' stopspt = 'pP' xPef stopspt 'pP' 'skip'; 
'ppoc' ('int', 'auxit', 'scatinfo', 'boot') 'void' monitoP = 
'pP' xPef monitoP 'pP' 'skip'; 
'pPoc' ('Pef''fite', 'vec', 'int', 'int', 'stPing') 'void' outvec = 
'pP' xPef outvec 'pP' 'skip'; 
'pPoc' ('Pef''fite', 'mat', 'int', 'int', 'stPing') 'void' outmat = 
'pP' xPef outmat 'pP' 'skip'; 
'pPoc' ('int') 'void' ePPOP = 'pP' xPef ePPOP 'pP' 'skip'; 
1 pPi0 1 
# 
'ntssotve' = 2, 'method'= 3, 'setnts' = 3, 'epsPf' = 3, 
'epsaf' ~ 3, 'dtf' = 3, 'dtPx' = 3, 'dtax' = 3, 'scate' = 3, 
'tinmat' = 3, 'tinvec' = 3, 'safe'= 3, 'updok' = 3, 
'maxits = 3, 'pPint' = 3, 'nPm' = 9, 'det' = 9, 'jacobian' = 3; 





'op ' 'nr>m' = ( 'vee ' x) 'Peal, ' : 
'pr'' xdef n1"Tn 'pr'' 
'begin' 'peal' el:= 'maxabe' x; 
'if' el<= minPeaZ 'then' 0 
'else' el:~ 2.0 ** 'entie"f'' ( Zn(e1)/Z,n(2)); 
'vee' v ~ (1/el) * x; eqpt(v * v) * el 
'fi, 




'pPoe' outvee = ( 'Pef' 'file' eh, 'vee' x, 'int' m,e, 'et"f'ing' e) 'void': 
'pr'' xdef outvee 'pr'' 
'begin' 
'int' Z,p = 60, el,= 80, Z,u = m + e + 15, u = 'upb' x, Z, = 'Zwb' x, 
w = m + e + 5;. 
'int' iv= u - Z, + 1, 'int' nuZ:= el 'over'' Zu; 
'int' nZ:= iv 'over'' nuZ, k:= iv - nZ * nuZ; 
'int' Z,Z,e = 'if' k = 0 'then' nZ + 1 
'eZee' nZ +:~ 1; 'int' ZZe:= nZ + k - nuZ + 1; 
'while' Uc<= O 
'do' Z,Z,e +:= nZ; nul, -:= 1 'od'; 
Uc 
'fi'; 
'int' pp= line numbeP(eh); 
'if' Zp - pp< nZ + 3 'and' ( pp I= 0 'or'' char' numbe"f'(eh) I= OJ 
'then' neu7page(eh) 'else' newZine(eh) 'fi'; 
put(eh,(e,newZine,newZine)J; nuZ:= (nui - 1) * nZ; 
'for'' i 'to' nZ 
'do' 'int' mn = Z, + i - 1; 'if' i = Z,Z,e 'then' nuZ -:= nZ 'fi'; 
'for' j 'fPom' mn 'by' nZ 'to' mn + nui 
'do' put( eh, (whole( j, -4)," ",float( x[ j], w,m., e+l)," ")) 'od '; 
newZine(eh) 
'od' 




'pr,oe' outmat = ( 'r,ef' 'file' 
'pr,' xdef outmat 'pr,' 
eh, 'mat' a, 'int' m,e, 'st'Y'ing' s) 'void': 
'begin' 
'int' lp =60, el = 
lr, = 1 'lwb' 
ue =·2 'upb' 
80, lu = m + e + 6, w = m + e + 5, 
a, U'Y' = 1 'upb' a, le= 2 'lwb' a, 
a, pp= line number,(eh); 
'if' pp /= 0 
'then' 'if' pp+ U'Y' -l'Y' + 9 > lp 'then' newpage(eh) 
'else' newline(eh); newline(eh) 'fi' 
'fi'; 
put(eh,(s,newline,newline)); 
'int' l:= (el - 6) 'over,' lu, 'int' v = - ((lu + 13) 'over,' 2); 
'for,' p 'fy,om' le 'by' l 'to' ue 
'do' 'int' up= 'if' p + l - 1 > ue 'then' l:= ue - p + 1; ue 
'else' p + l - 1 'fi'; 
put(eh,whole(p,v)); 
'for,' j 'fr,om' p + 1 'to' up 'do' put(eh,whole(j,-lu)) 'od'; 
newline(eh); newline(eh); 
'for,' i 'fr,om' l'Y' 'to' U'Y' 
'do' put(eh,whole(i,-4)); 
'for,' j 'fr,om' p 'to' up 











'p-y,oc' e1"1"01" = ( 'int' ,er') 'void' : 
'p-y,' xdef e'Y"Y'O'Y' 'p-y,' 
'begin' 
[ J 'st'Y'ing' ePPtext = 
( "no pr>og-y,ess, maybe due to too high -y,equiPed p-y,ecicion", 
"no p-y,og-y,ess -y,elative to e'Y"Y'O'Y' function", . 
"stationa-y,y point of no'Y'm of the function, no solution", 
"too many function evaluations 01" itemtions -y,equiPed", 
"nume-y,ical singula'Y'ity in t'Y'iangula-y, decomposition", 
"failuPe of singular' value decomposition", 
"mnk of jacob. app-y,ox. equal to ze-y,o", 
"e1"1"01" in jacob. app-y,ox. yields possible singular' jaoob.", 
"nea-y,by singula'Y'ity of jaoobian expected", 
"diffePence appPox. impossible, point of bounda-y,y domain", 
"divePgenoe out of domain of function", . 
"staPting point not in domain of function", 
"eps-y,f set to default ( emaU -y,eal) ", 
"epsaf set to default (OJ",· 
"eps-y,j set to default ( smaU -y,eal) ", 
"epsaj set to default (0) ", 
"dlf set to default ( epsaf) ", 
"dl'Y'x set to default ( smaU Peal)", 
"dlax set to default ( smaU Peal)", 
"mat'Y'ix of linear' pa'Y't not fuU -y,ank", 
"vector' of Unea-y, pa'Y't not fuU Pank"); 
'int' n = 'upb' e'Y'Ptext[e-y,J 'ove-y,' 2 + 15; 
put(nlsbook,(newline,newline)); 
'fo-y,' i 'to' n 'do' put(nlsbook,"* ") 'od'; 
· 'if' er' < 1 :5 '01"' e-y, > 19 
'then' put(nlsbook,(newline,"* failu-y,e of itePation: ,, ) ) 
'end' 
'else' put(nlsbook, (newline,"* e'Y"Y'01" in pPoblem 
put(nlsbook,e'Y'Ptext[e-y,J); 
'fo-y,' i 'fPom' 'upb' ePPtext[e'Y'] 'mod' 2 'to' 1 
'do' put(nlsbook," ") 'od'; 
put(nlsbook, ( "*",newline)); 
'fo-y,' i 'to' n 'do' put(nlsbook,"* ") 'od'; 
put(nlsbook,newline) 
'p-y,' fed.x 'p-y,'; 
'skip' 
'end' 
: ")) 'fi'; 
'begin' 
'pPoc' monitoP = ('int' ph, 'auxil' aux, 'scalinfo' sinfo, 'bool' Pedu) 
'void' : 
'pP' xdef monitoP 'pP' 
'begin' 'info' info= info 'of' aux; 
'int' eP = eP 'of' info, 
'bool' fscal = fscal 'of' sinfo, 
xscal = xscal 'of' sinfo; 
'if' ph = O 
'then' put(nlsbook,(newline,newline,newline,newline)); 
'if' fscal 'oP' xscal 
'then' put(nlsbook,"staPt of itePation, scaling pePfoPmed"); 
'if' fscal 'then' outvec(nlsbook,ffacs 'of' sinfo,5,3, 
11 POW scaling f aas") 'fi '; 
'if' xscal 'then' outvec(nlsbook,xfacs 'of' sinfo,5,3, 
"col scaling facs") 'fi' 
'else' put(nlsbook, ("staPt of itePation, no scaling pePfoPmed", 
newline)) 
'fi'; 
put(nlsbook,(newline," its fus 
kappa 
jcs noPm(f) labda", 
11 omega beta nPmjacinv ePPjac df step", 
newline)) 
'fi'; 
'if' ph <= 1 
'then' 'Peal' lb= labda 'of' aux; 
put(nlsbook,(whole(ctit 'of' info,-4), 
whole(ctfu 'of' info,-5), 
whole(ctjc 'of' info,-5)," ", 
float(nPmf 'of' info,-9,3,4)," ", 
float(lb, -'1, 1, 4)," ", 
float(om 'of' aux,-'1,1,4)," ", 
float(nPm& 'of' info/lb, -6, 1, 3)," ", 
float(kappa 'of' aux~ -'1~ 1, 4)," ", 
float(nPmbi 'of' aux,-?, 1, 4)," ", 
float(e 'of' aux,-6,1,3)," ", 
float(hs 'of' aux,-5,1,2),newline)) 
'else' 'if' ph = 2 
'then' put(nlsbook,("end of itePation",newline)); 
'if' eP = 0 
'then' put(nlsbook, ( "itepation suacessful",newline)) 'fi' 
'fi'; . 
'if' ph = 3 'oP' (ph = 2 'and' 'not' Pedu) 
'then' outvec(nlsbook,x 'of' aux, 
'entieP'(-ln(dlPx 'of' info)/ln(lO)) + 1, 
3, "appPox. solution"); 
'if' eP < 10 
'then' 'int' nc = 'entieP'(-ln(epsPf 'of' info) 
/ln(10)) + 1; 
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outvec(nZsbook,f 'of' info, 








'pr>oc' r>esbis = ('auxiZ' aux, 'py,oc'('vec', 'vec') 'r>eai 1 Zfun) 'void' : 
'pr>' xdef r>esbis 'pr>' 
'begin' 'vec' x = x 'of' aux, 
'end' 
d:,; = d:,; 'of' aux, 
'r>ef' 'r>eai' nr>mdx = nr>mdx 'of' info 'of' aux, 
iabda = iabda 'of' aux, 
ievei = nr>mf 'of' info 'of' aux, 
'r>ef' 'int' er> = er> 'of' info 'of' aux; 
'vec' xl: = x, 'r>eai' min = smai i r>eai * nr>mX 'of' aux * 2/nr>mdx, 
'r>eai 1 ieveZl:= ievei * 2; 
iabda:= 2; er>:= o; 
'whiZe' 'booi' bis= 'if' 'abs'(Zevei - ieveZl) < epsf 'of' aux 
'and' ievei /= max r>eai 
'then' 'if' er>= 2 'then' 'faise' 
'eise' er>:= -2; 'tr>ue' 'fi' 
1eise' er>:= O; ievei1 >= ievei 'fi'; 
'if' iabda <= min 'then' er>:= 1; 'faise' 'eZse' bis 'fi' 
'do' Zabda *:= 0.5; xl:= x - Zabda * dx; 
ieveZl:= Zfun(xl,f 'of' info 'of' aux) 
'od'; 
x:= xl; d:,; *< ~tabda; nr>mdx *:= Zabda; ieveZ:= ieveZl; 'skip' 




'pPoc' stopspi = ('au.xii' aux) 'booi' : 
'pP' xdef stopspi 'pP' 
'begin' 'Peai' nr'Tnf = nPmf 'of' info 'of' aux, 
'Pef' 'int' eP = eP 'of' info 'of' aux, 
'pPoc'(-'int') 'void' ePPex = ePPex 'of' aux; 
'if' nr'Tnf<= epsaf 'of' info 'of' aux 'then' ePPex(O) 'fi'; 
'booi' bi = nr'Tnd:x: 'of' info 'of' aux < nr'Tn:x: 'of' aux 
* diPx 'of' info 'of' aux + diax 'of' info 'of' aux 
'and' nr'Tnf < dif 'of' info 'of' aux; 
'if' ctit 'of' info 'of' aux>= maxits 'of' aux 'and' 'not' bi 
'then' ePPe:x:(4) 'fi'; 
'if' bi 'then' eP:= 0 'eiif' eP I= 0 'then' ePPex(eP) 'fi'; bi 




'pPoc' stopfui = ('au.xii' aux) 'booi' : 
'pP' xdef stopfui 'pP' 
'begin' 'Peai' nr'Tnd:x: = nPmd:x: 'of' info 'of' aux, 
nr'Tnf = nPmf 'of' info 'of' aux, 
kappa = kappa 'of'. aux, 
e = e 'of' aux, 
iabda = iabda 'of' aux, 
'Pef' 'int' eP = eP 'of' info 'of' aux, 
'int' it= ctit 'of' info 'of' aux, 
'pPoc'('int') 'void' ePPex = ePPex 'of' aux; 
'booi 1 bi= 'if' nr'Tnf < epsaf 'of' info 'of' aux 'then' 'tPue' 
'eiif' e >= 1 - smaii peai 'then' ePPex(B); 'tPue' 
1eise' 1Peai' ksil = (1 + e)/(1 - e), 
- ksi2 = (1 - (e + 2) * e)/(1 - e), 
aifa2 = om 'of' aux * nr'Tnd:x:/iabda * 2; 
1 Peai 1 al= aifa2 * ksil, k2.= ksi2 * ksi2; 
· 'if' e < 0.4142 'and' iabda = 1 'and' 
'if' al.< k2 
'then' nr'Tnd:x: <= nr'Tn:x: 'of' aux * diPx 'of' info 'of' aux 
+ diax 'of' info 'of' aux/(2/(ksi2 + sqPt(k2 - al)) - 1) 
1eise' 'faise' 'fi' 'and' nr'Tnf < dif 'of' info 'of' aux 
'then' 'tPue' 
'eiif' it= 1 'then' 'faise' 
1eise' 'if' e *kappa>= 0.5 'and' dif 'of' aux 
'then' ePPex(B) 'fi'; 
'peai' tau2i:= ((1 +kappa* 2) * aifa2) ** 2; 
'if' tau2i <= 1 'then' tau2i:= 1 'fi'; 







'if' it>= maxits 'of' aux 'and' 'not' bt 'then' ePPex(4) 
'etif' bt 'then' eP:~ 0 'etif' eP /= 0 'then' ePPex(eP) 'fi'; 
bt 




'pPoe' jaeobnnf = ('vee' x, f, 'mat' b, 'peat' hs, 'fune' fun, 
'Pef' 'boot' ok) 'void' : 
'pP' xdef jaeob 'pP' 
'begin' 'int' n = 'upb' x; 'vee' fl:= genvee(n); ok:= 'tpue'; 
'foP' i 'to' n 'white' ok 
'do' 'Peat' aid= x[i]; 'Peat' step:= ( 'abs' aid+ 1) * hs; 
x[i]+:= step; fun(x,fl,ok); 
'if' 
'if' ok 'then' 'tpue' 
'etse' step:= ('abs' aid + 1) * smaU peat * 100; 
x[i]:= aid+ step; fun(x,fl,ok); ok 
'fi' 








'pPoc' scaie = ('vec' x, 'info' info, 'Pef''scaiinfo' sinfo) 'void' : 
'pP' xdef scaie 'pP' 
'begin' 'Pef' 'vec' ffacs = ffacs 
xfacs = xf acs 
'vec' f = f 'of' 





'Pef' 'booi' sing = sing 
fscai = fscai 
xscai = xscai 







'Peai' max= n * 4; 'peai 1 min= 1/max, in2 = Zn(2); 
ffacs:= 1 'into' genvec(n); xfacs:= 1 'into' genvec(n); 
sing:= 'faise'; fscaZ:= 'faise'; xscaZ:= 'faise'; 
'foP' i 'to' n 
'do' 'int' k; 'peai' PnOPm = k 'maxabs' b[i,J; 
'if' PnoPm < minPeai 'then' sing:= 'tPue'; stop 'fi'; 
'if I PnOPm > max , OP 1 PnOPm < min 
'then' fscai:= 'tPue'; 
'Peai 1 aid= 2.0 ** 'entieP'(-Zn(PnoPm)/Zn2); 
ffacs[i]:= aid; b[i,J *<aid; f[i] *:= aid 
'fi' 
'od'; 
'foP' i 'to' n 
'do' 'int' k; 'peai 1 cnoPm = k 'maxabs' b[,i]; 
'if' cnoPm < minPeai 'then' sing:= 'tPue'; stop 'fi'; 
'if' cnoPm > max 'op' cno1'm < min 
'then' xscai:= 'tPue'; 
'PeaZ' aid= 2.0 ** 'entieP'(-Zn(cnoPm)/Zn2); 




'end' 'pP' fed:x: 'pP'; 
'pPoc' bckscaie = ('vec' x, 'info' info, 'Pef''scaiinfo' sinfo) 'void' : 
'pP' xdef bckscai 'pP' 
'begin' 'vee' ffaes = ffacs 




'of' info , 
'mat' b = b 'of' info , 
'Pef' 'booi' fscai = fseai 'of' sinfo, 
xscai = xscai 'of' sinfo; 
'int' n = 'upb' x; 
'if' fscai 
'then' 'fop' i 'to' n 
'do' 'Peai 1 aid:= ffacs[i]; 
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'then' 'for-' i 'to' .n 
'do' 'r-eal,' aid:= xfaes[i]; 








'pPoc' gds = ('metnls' mn) 'vec' : 
'pP' xdef gds 'pP' 
'begin' 
'pPoc' genpanvec = ('int' n) 'vec' : 
'begin' 'ppoc' pan= ('int' i) 'peal' : next Pandom(setP) - 0.5; 
'vec' v = mn 'into' genvec(n); 
V /< 1nr>m 1 V 
'end'; 
'pPoc' calhsg = 'Peal' : 
'begin' nmru1:= nr>mu2:= O; 
'foP' i 'to' n 
'do' 'Peal' aid= (1 + 'abs' x[i]) ** 2; nmru1+:= aid; 
nmru2+:= 1/aid 
'od'; 
nmru1:= sqPt(nr>mu1); nr>mu2:= sqPt(nr>mu2); 
'Peal' c1 = nmru1 *gamma* o.5, c2 = nmru2 * epsf * 2; 
'Peal' hs = 'if' c1 <= c2 'then' 1 'else' sqPt(c2/c1) 'fi'; 
'if' hs <= small Peal* 100 'then' small Peal* 100 'else' hs 
'fi I 
'end'; 
1 pPoc' cdatasv = 'void' : 
'begin' 'svd' svd; 
gamma:= 'if' it - mnit = 1 'then' W:= b * v; 1 
'else' hs:= calhsg; cntf +:= n; jacobnnf(x,f,b,hs,fun,ok); 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(10) 'fi'; 
'Peal' nPmW = 'nr>m' (w - (W:= b * v)}; 




'if' 'not' 'check' (ctsv +:= 1; svd:= 'svdec' b) 
'then' exit(6) 'fi'; 
'Peal' maxval = 'max' sngval 'of' svd; 
'Peal' ck= nmru1 *gamma* hs * 0.5 + nPmu2 * epsf * 2/hs 
+ maxval * n * small Peal; 
svd:= ck 'tPims' svd; 
Pk:= 'upb' sngval 'of' svd; 
'if' Pk= 0 'then' exit(?) 'fi'; 
nr>mbi:= 1/(sngval 'of' svd)[Pk]; e:= ck* nr>mbi; 
'if' e > 1 - small Peal 'then' e:= 1 - small Peal 'fi'; 
dx:= svd 'sol' f; nr>mdx:= 'nr>m' dx; 
kappa:= maxval * nr>mdx/slevel; 





'praoc' Zevetfu = ( 'vec' x, f) 'raeal,' : 
'begin' fun(x,f,ok); 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(ll) 'fi'; 'nr>m' f 
'end'; 
'pr>oc' exit= ('int' er>r>) 'void' : 
'begin' er>:= er>r>; end 'end'; 
'nlsprab' nl,p = nZp 'of' mn; 
'raef' 'info' info= info 'of' nZp; 
'vec' x = x 'of' nZp, 'func' fun= fun 'of' nZp, 
'raeal,' dl,f ~ dl,f 'of' info, 
dl,rax = dtr>x 'of' info, 
dl,ax = dtax 'of' info, 
epsr>f = epsraf 'of' info, 
epsaf = epsaf 'of' info, 
'raef''raeal,' al,evei = nr>mf 'of' info, 
nr>md.x = nr>md.x 'of' info, 
'raef''int' it = etit 'of' info, 
entf = ctfu 'of' info, 
ctsv = etav 'of' info, 
er> = er> 'of' info, 
'int' maxita = maxits 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
mnit = etit 'of' info, 
'boot' pr>int = pr>int 'of' mi 'of' mn; 
'int' n = 'upb' x, 
'raeal,' e:= 0, gamma:= 1, nr>mbi:= 1, kappa:= 1, 
epaf, ha, nr>mul, nr>mu2, 
nr>m:i::= 'nr>m' x, 
'boot' sl,o~:= 'false', ok:= 'traue', 
'vec' &; 
'auxiZ' aux= (x, dx, info, maxita, _ 'heap' 'raeal, 1 := 1, 
gamma, kappa, epaf, e, ha, nramx, nr>mbi, al,o~, exit); 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' aZeveZ:= 'nr>m' f 'of' info; 
'if_' atevei <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epaf:= (epar>f + small, r>eal,) * atevel, + epaaf; ha:= eaZhag 
'else' 'vee' f:= genvec(n); 'mat' b:= genaquar>e{n); 
f 'of' info:= f; b 'of' info:= b; _ 
cntf-+:= n + 1; sZeveZ:= 7,evel,fu(x,f); 
'if' sl,evei <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epaf:= (epsr>f + small, r>eal,) * atevel, + epaaf; 
hs:= eal,hag; jacobnnf(x,f,b,ha,fun,ok); 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(lO) 'fi'; 
init 'of' info:= 'tr>ue' 
'fi'; 
'mat' b = b 'of' info, 'vec' f = f 'of' info; 
'int' setP:= maxint 'oveP' n; 
'int' Pk:= n, 'vec' v:= genPanvec{n), xj, w; 
'if' pPint 'then' 
monitoP(O, aux, sinfo 'of' nip, 'fatse') 
'fi'; 
'white' 
'if' it= mnit 'then' 'tPue' 'etse' 'not' stopspt(aux) 'fi' 
'do' it+:= 1; cdatasv; nPmX:= 'nPm' (x -< dx); cntf+:= 1; 
'peat' stO:= sievei; sievet:= ieveifu(x,f); 
epsf:= (epsPf + smaii peat) * sievei + epsaf; 
'if' 'abs'(sto - sievet) > epsf 'then' stow:= 'fatse' 
'etif' stow 'then' eP:= 2 'etse' stow:= 'tPue' 'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(l, aux, sinfo 'of' nip, 'fatse') 'fi' 
'od'; 
end: 'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(2, aux, sinfo 'of' nip, 
'end' 
'mat'(ta 'of' nnfo 'of' ntp) 'isnt' 'mat'('nit')) 'fi'; 
'if' eP I= 0 'then' ePPOP(eP) 'fi'; 






'ppoo' dbu = ('metnls' mn) 'veo' : 
'pP' xdef dbu 'pP' 
'begin' 
'ppoo' genPanveo = ('int' n) 'veo' : 
'begin' 'pPoo' Pan= ('int' i) 'Peal' : next Pandom(setP) - 0.5; 
'veo ' v = pan 'into ' genveo ( n) ;. 
V /< 1nPm 1 V 
'end'; 
'ppoo' oalhs = 'peal' : 
'begin' nPmU1:= nPmu2:= 0; 
'f OP' i 'to ' n 
'do' 'Peal' aid= (1 + 'abs' x[i]) ** 2; nPmu1+:= aid; 
nPmu2+:= 1/aid 
'od'; 
nPmu1:= sqPt(nPmU1); nPmu2:= sqPt(nPmU2); 
'Peal' o1 = nPmu1 *om* 0.5, o2 = nPmU2 * epsf * nPmbi * 2; 
'peal's= 'if' o1 * o2 < small Peal 'then' small Peal 
'else' o1 * o2 'fi '; 
'peal' he:= (-1 + sqpt(1 + 1/s)) * o2; 
'if' he> 1 'then' 1 
'elif' he < smaU Peal * 100 'then' smaU Peal * 100 'else' he 
'fi I 
'end'; 
'pPoo' oonupdjao = 'bool' : 
'if' it - mnit < 3 'oP' 'not' update 'oP' e >= 0.1 'then' 'false' 
'else' 'veo' df:= f - f0; 'veo' u = lud 'sol' df; 
'peal' pu = dx * u, nPmU = 'nPm' u; 
'if' e < 1 
'then' e:= (e/(1 - e) + ( 1 + nPmdx * 1.5/nPmU) * nPmdx * om) 
* (1 + e) 
'fi'; 
'if' kappa * e < 1 'and' 'abs' pu > nPmci:x: * nPmu * smaU Peal 
'and' e < 0.1 
'then' df +< labda * f0; 
'foP' j 'to' 'upb' u 'do' b[,j] +< u[j]/pu * df 'od'; 
'tPue' 
'else' 'false' 'fi' 
'fi' ;_ 
'ppoo' odatalP = 'void' : 
'begin' 'veo' d01; 
'if' it - mnit > 1 
'then' d01:~ lud 'sol' f; 
dif:= 'if' oonupdjao 'then' 'false' 
'else' he:= oalhs; ontf +:= n; 
jaeobnnf(x,f,b,hs,fun,ok); 




'if' 'not' 'cheek' (etiu +:= 1; lud:= 'dee' b) 
'then' exit(5) 'fi'; 
'if' it - mnit = 1 
'then' beta:= 'nram' (dx:= lud 'sol' f).; om:= 1 
'else' 'raeal' oml:= 'nram'((lud 'sol' fO) * labda + dx) 
/nramdx ** 2; 
beta:= 'nram'(dx:= lud 'sol' f); 
om:= 'nram'(d01 - dx)/(nramdx * beta); 
'if' oml > om 'then' om:= oml 'fi' 
'fi'; 
nramdx:= beta; fO:= 'eopy' f; kappa:= 'maxabs' b * nramdx/slevel; 
nrambi:= 'nram'(lud 'sol' v); 
'if' dif 
'then' 'raeal' aid= 1 - small raeal, 
'raeal' el:= nramul * om * 0.5 * hs; 
'raeal' e2 = (nramu2 * nrambi * epsf * 2)/hs + el; 
el:= 1 - el; 




'praoe' levelfu = ('vee' x, f) 'raeal' : 
'begin' fun(x,f,ok); entf +:= 1; 
'if' ok 'then' 'nram' f 'else' max raeal 'fi' 
'end'; 
'praoe' exit= ('int' erara) 'void' : 
'begin' era:= erara; end 'end'; 
'nlsprab' nlp = nlp 'of' mn; 
'raef' 'info' info= info 'of' nlp, 
'raef''sealinfo' sinfo = sinfo 'of' nlp; 
'vee' x = x 'of' nlp, 
'raef' 'vee' xfaes = xfaes 'of' sinfo, 
ffaes = ffaes 'of' sinfo, 
'fune' fun:= fun 'of' nlp, 
'raeal' d7.,f = dlf 'of' info, 
dlrax = dlrax 'of' info, 
dlax = dlax 'of' info, 
epsraf = epsraf 'of' info, 
_ epsaf = epsaf 'of' info, 
'raef''raeal' slevel = nramf 'of' info, 
nramdx = nramdx 'of' info, 
'raef' 'int' it = etit 'of' info, 
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entf = etfu 'of' info, 
etlu = etlu 'of' info, 
eP = er> 'of' info, 
'int' maxits = maxits 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
mnit = etit 'of' info, 
'bool' proint = proint 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
update= updok 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
'roef' 'bool' xseal = xseal 'of' sinfo, 
fseal = fseal 'of' sinfo; 
·'int' n = 'upb' x, 
'roeal' e:= 0, nr>mbi:= 1, kappa:= 1, beta:= 1, om:= 1, labda:= 1, 
epsf, hs, nr>mul, nr>mU2, n'Y'mX, 
'bool' dif:= 'troue', ok:= 'troue', 
'vee' dx; 
'auxil' aux= (x, dx, info, maxits, labda, om, kappa, 
epsf, e, hs, nrmx:, nr>mbi, dif, exit); 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' 
(scale 'of' sinfo){x,info,sinfo); 
'if' sing 'of' sinfo 'then' exit(5) 'fi'; 
slevel:= 'nr>m' f 'of' info; 
'if' slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsrof + small roeal) * slevel + epsaf; hs:= ealhs 
'else' 'vee' f:= genvee(n); 'mat' b:= gensquaroe(n); 
f 'of' info:= f; b 'of' info:= b; 
slevel:= levelfu(x,f); 
'if' slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 
'elif' slevel = maxroeal 'then' exit(12) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsrof + small roeal) * slevel + epsaf; 
hs:= ealhs; jaeobnnf(x,f,b,hs,fun,ok); entf +:= n; 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(lO) 'fi'; 
init 'of' info:= 'troue'; 
(scale 'of' sinfo)(x,info,sinfo); 
'if' sing 'of' sinfo 'then' exit(5) 'fi'; 
slevel:= 'nr>m' f 'of' info; 
'if'·slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsrof + small roeal) * slevel + epsaf 
'fi'; 
'if' fseal 'or>' xseal 
'then' fun:= ('vee' x,f, 'roef"bool' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' 'if' xseal 
'then' 'vee' xl = genvee(n); 
'faro' i 'to' n 'do' xl[i]:= x[i] * xfaes[i] 'od'; 
(fun 'of' nlp)(xl,f,ok) 
'else' (fun 'of' nlp)(x,f~ok) 
'fi'; 





'mat' b = b 'of' info, 'vec' f = f 'of' info; 
'int' setP:= mazint 'oveP' n; 
'int' pk:= n, 'vec' v:= genPanvec(n), fO, 1 tud 1 tud; 
nr>mX:= 'nr>m' x; 
'pPoc'('auxit') 'boot' stop= 
'if' safe 'of' mi 'of' mn 'then' stopfut 'etse' stopspt 'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(O, aux, sinfo, 'fatse') 'fi'; 
•~hite' 'if' it= mnit 'then' 'tPue' 'etse' 'not' stop(aux) 'fi' 
'do' it+:= 1; cdatatP; Pesbis(aux,tevetfu); 
nr>mX:= 'nPm' x; 
'if' 'not' dif 'and' eP I= 0 
'then' eP:= O; e:= 1 - smatt Peat 'fi'; 
epsf:= (smatt Peat+ epsPf) * stevet + epsaf; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(l, aux, sinfo, 'fatse') 'fi' 
'od'; 
end: (bckscate 'of' sinfo)(x,info,sinfo); 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(2,aux,sinfo, 
'end' 
'mat'(ta 'of' Pinfo 'of' ntp) 'isnt' 'mat'('nit')) 'fi'; 
'if' eP I= 0 'then' ePPOP( eP) 'fi '; 




'pPoc' snoteq = ('metnts' mn) 'vec' : 
'pP' xdef snoteq 'pp' 
'begin' 'Pef''int' eP = eP 'of' info 'of' ntp 'of' mn; 
'~nt ' maxtot: = maxi ts 'of' mi •'of' mn; 
'end' 
dbu(mn 'maxits' maxtot 'oveP' 2); 
mn 'maxits' maxtot; 
'if' eP > 0 'and' eP < 10 'then' eP:= O; gds(mn) 'fi'; 
x 'of; ntp 'of' mn 






'op' 'nlssoive' = ('vee' x, 'metnls' mn) 'vee' : 
'pp' xdef nsvmns 'PP' 
'begin' 'pPoe' exit= ('int' eP) 'void' : 
'begin' ePPOP(ep); end 'end'; 
'nlspPb' nip= nlp 'of' mn; 
'mat' la= la 'of' Pinfo 'of' nlp,. 
'vee' lb~ Lb 'of' Pinfo 'of' nlp; 
'pef' 'peal' epsPf = epsPf 'of' info 
epsaf = epsaf 'of' info 
dlf = dlf 'of' info 
dLPx = dLPX 'of' info 
dlax = dlax 'of' info 






'if' epSPf < smaU Peal 'then' ePPOP(l:3); epspf:= smaU Peal 
'if' epsaf < 0 'then' ePPOP(14); epsaf:= 0 
'if' dlf < epsaf 'then' ePPOP(l 7); 
'if' dlPX < smaU Peal 'then' ePPOP(18); 
'if' dlax < smaU Peal 'then' ePPOP(l 9); 
x 'of' nlp:= x; 
'if' (la ' is ' 'mat ' ( 'nil ' ) ) 
'then' (nlssoLVeP 'of' mi 'of' mn)(mn) 




'then' 'int' m = 1 'upb' la, p = 2 'upb' la; 
'mat' a0 7 0 'into' gensquaPe(m); 
a0[l:m,1:p]:= la; 'svd' asv0, asv; 
:= epsaf 
·- smaU Peal .
·- smaU Peal .






asv: = ( 'max' ( sngvai 'of' asv0)"' smaU Peal * 1 00) 'tPims' asv0; 
'if' 'upb' (sngvai 'of' asv) /= p 'then' exit(20) 'fi'; 
v 'of' asv:= (v 'of' asv)[l:p,J; 
'mat' u2 = (u 'of' asvOJ[,p + 1:m]; 
'vee' g = genvee(m); 
'fune' fun:= fun 'of' nlp; 
. fun 'of' nlp:= ( 'vee' x,f, 'pef' 'booi' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' fun(x,g,ok); 
'if' ok 'then' f:= g "'u2 'fi' 
I erul, I; 
x 'of' nlp:= x[l:m - p]; 
'if' init 'of' info 'of' nlp 
'then' 'vee' f = f 'of' info 'of' nlp, 
'mat' b = b 'of' info 'of' nlp; 
f:= f * u2; 
'fop' i 'to' m - p 'do' b[,i]:= b[,i] * u2 'od' 
'fi'; 
(nissoiveP 'of' mi 'of' mn)(mn); 
'if' eP < 10 
'then' x 'of' nip:= x 'of' nip - (asv 'soi' g)['at' m - p + 1]; 
f 'of' info 'of' nip:= u2 * f 'of' info 'of' nip 
'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn 
'then' monitoP(J, 
'auxii 1 (x 'of' nip, 'nii', info 'of' nip, O, 'nii 1 , 'nii', 
'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nil,', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', exit), 
sinfo 'of' nip, 'faise') 
'fi'; 
fun 'of' nip:= fun; 
f 'of' info 'of' nip:= g; init 'of' info 'of' nip:= 'faise' 
'eise' 'int' m = 'upb' x, p = 1 'upb' ia; 
'if' 2 'upb' Za /= m 'then' exit(20) 
'eiif' 'upb' ib I= p 'then' exit(21) 'fi'; 
'mat' aO = 0 'into' gensquaPe(m); 'svd' asvO, asv; 
a0[1:p, 1:m] := ia; 
'if' 'not' 'oheok'(asvO:= 'svdeo' aO) 'then' exit{6) 'fi'; 
asv:= ('max'(sngvai 'of' asvO) * smaii Peai * 10) 'tPims' asvO; 
'if' 'upb'(sngvai 'of' asv) I= p 'then' exit(20) 'fi'; 
'veo' soi= asv 'soi' ib; 
'mat' v2 = (v 'of' asv0)[1:m,p + 1: m]; 
'if' init 'of' info 'of' nip 
'then' 'mat' b = b 'of' info 'of' nip; 
'fop' i 'to' m - p 'do' b[i,]:= b[i,] * v2 'od' 
'fi'; 
'funo' fun:= fun 'of' nip; 
fun 'of' nip:= ('veo' x, f, 'Pef''booi 1 ok) 'void' : 
fun(soi + v2 * x,f,ok); 
x 'of' nZp:= (x - soi) * v2; 
x 'of' nip:= soi+ 
V2 * (nissoiveP 'of' mi 'of' mn)(mn); 
'if I eP < 10 
'then' f 'of' info 'of' nip:= f 'of' info 'of' nip + 
ria * x 'of' nip - ib)['at' m - p + 1] 
'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn 
'then' monitoP(J, 
'auxii 1 (x 'of' nip, 'nii', info 'of' nip, O,. 'nii', 'nii', 
'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', 'nii ', exit), 
sinfo 'of' nip, 'faise') 
'fi'; 
fun 'of' nip:= fun; init 'of' info 'of' nip:= 'faise' 
'fi'; 
end: x 'of' nip 






'ppoc' gas= ('metnlsjc' mn) 'vec' : 
'pP' :r:def gas 'pP' 
'begin' 
'pPoc' genPanvec = ('int' n) 'vec' : 
'begin' 'pPoc' Pan= ('int' i) 'Peal' : ne:r:t Pandom(setp) - 0.5; 
'vec' v = Pan 'into' genvec(n);. 
V /< 'nPm' V 
'end'; 
'pPoc' cdatasv = 'void' : 
'begin' 'svd' svd; 
gamma:= 'if' it - mnit = 1. 'then' W:= b * v; 1 
'else' ctjc +:= 1; jacob(:r:,b,ok); 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' e:r:it(11) 'fi'; 
'Peal' n'Y'1?'ll,) = 'nPm' (w - (W:= b * v)); 




'if' 'not' 'check' (ctsv +:= 1; svd:= 'svdec' b) 
'then' e:r:it(6) 'fi'; 
'peal' ma:r:val = 'max' sngval 'of' svd; 
'peal' ck= ma:r:val * epsPj + epsaj; 
svd:= ck 'tPims' svd; 
Pk:= 'upb' sngval 'of' svd; 
'if' Pk= 0 'then' exit(?) 'fi'; . 
eta:= 1/(sngval 'of' svd)[Pk]; e:= ck* eta; 
'if' e > 1 - small Peal 'then' e:= 1 - small Peal 'fi'; 
<i:r::= svd 'sol' f; nPmd:r::= 'nPm' <1:r:; 
kappa:= ma:r:val * nPm<i:r:/slevel; 
'if' 'nPm' (f * u 'of' svd)< epsf 'then' eP:= 3 'fi'; 
'skip' 
'end'; 
'pPoc' levelfu = ('vec' :r:, f) 'peal' : 
'begin' fun(:r:~f,ok); cntf +:= 1-; 
· 'if' 'not' ok 'then' e:r:it(11) 'fi'; 'nPm' f 
'end'; 
'pPoc'·e:r:it = ('int' ePP) 'void' : 
'begin' eP:= ePP; end 'end'; 
'nlspPbjc' nlp = nlp 'of' mn; 
· 'Pef' 'info' info= info 'of' nlp; 
'vec' :r: = :r: 'of' nlp, 'func' .fun= fun 'of' nlp, 
'jacob' jacob = jac 'of' nlp, 
'roeai' d1.,f ,;,, d7.,f 'of' info, 
dtrox ,;,, dtrox 'of' info, 
d1.,ax = dtax 'of' info, 
epsrof = epsrof 'of' info, 
epsaf = epsaf 'of' info, 
epsroj = epsroj 'of' info, 
epsaj = epsaj 'of' info, 
'roef' 'roeai' sievei = nr'Tnf 'of' info, 
nr'Tnd.x ,;,, nr'Tnd.x 'of' info, 
1·roef' 'int' it = etit 'of' info, 
entf = etfu 'of' info, 
etje = etje 'of' info, 
etsv = etsv 'of' info, 
ero = ero 'of' info, 
'int' maxits = maxits 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
mnit = etit 'of' info, 
'boot' proint = proint 'of' mi 'of' mn; 
'int' n = 'upb' x, 
'roea1.,' e:= 0, gamma:= 1, eta:= 1, kappa:= 1, 
epsf, 
nr'Tnx:= 'nr'Tn' x, 
'boot' sio~:= 'fatse', ok:= 'troue', 
'vee 1 dz; 
'auxil' aux= (x, dx, info, maxits, 'heap' 'roea1.,' := 1, 
gamma, kappa, epsf, e, 'heap' 'roea1.,' := 0, n1'TTIX, eta, sio~, exit); 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' s1.,eveZ:= 'nr'Tn' f 'of' info; 
'if' s1.,eve1., <= epsaf 'then' exit(0) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsrof + smaii roea1.,) * s1.,evei + epsaf 
'etse' 'vee' f:= genvee(n); 'mat' b:= gensquaroe(n); 
f 'of' info:= f; b 'of' info:= b; 
sievei:,;,, 1.,evetfu(x,f); 
'if' sievei <= epsaf 'then' exit(0) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsrof + smaii roea1.,) * sievei + epsaf; 
etje +:= 1; jaeob(x,b,ok); 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(12) 'fi'; 
init 'of' info:= 'troue' 
'fi'; 
'mat' b = b 'of' info, 'vee' f = f 'of' info; 
'int' setr>:= maxint 'overo' n; 
'int' rok:= n, 'vee' v:= genroanvee(n), xj, ~; 
'if' proint ' then ' . 
monitoro(O, aux, sinfo 'of' nip, 'fatse') 
'fi'; 
'~hite' 
'if' it= mnit 'then' 'troue' 'etse' 'not' stopsp1.,(aux) 'fi' 
'do' it+:= 1; edatasv; nr'Tnx:= 'nr'Tn' (x -< dx); 
47 
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'peal' sZO:= sZevei; sZeveZ:= ZeveZfu(x,f); 
epsf:= (epsPf + emaii Peal) * sievei + epsaf; 
'if' 'abs'(sZO - sZeveZ) > epsf 'then' slow:= 'false' 
'elif' slow 'then' eP:= 2 'else' slow:= 'tPue' 'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(l, aux, sinfo 'of' nZp, 'false') 'fi' 
'od'; 
end: 'if' p~int 'then' monitoP(2, aux, sinfo 'of' nip, 
'end' 
.. 'mat'(Za 'of' Pinfo 'of' nZp) 'isnt' 'mat'('niZ')) 'fi'; 
'if' eP I= 0 'then' ePPOP(eP) 'fi'; 
X 




'pPoc' abu = ('metntsjc' mn) 'vec': 
'pP' xdef abu 'pP' 
'begin' 
'pPoc' genpanvec = ('int' n) 'vec' : 
'begin' 'ppoc' pan= ('int' i) 'Peat' : next Pandom(setp) - 0.5; 
'vec' v = mn 'into' genvec(n}.; 
V /< 'nPm' V 
'end'; 
'pPoc' conupdjac ~ 'boot': 
'if' it - mnit < 3 'oP' 'not' update 'oP' e >= 0.1 'then' 'fatse' 
'etse' 'vec' df:= f - fO; 'vec' u = tud 'sot' df; 
'Peat' pu = dx * u, nr>mu = 'nPm' u; 
'if' e < 1 
'then' e:= (e/(1 - e) + ( 1 + nPmdx * 1.5/nPmU) * nr>mdx * om) 
* (1 + e) 
'fi'; 
'if' kappa* e < 1 'and' 'abs' pu > nPmdx * nPmU * smatt Peat 
'and' e < 0.1 
'then' df +< tabda * fO; 
'fop' j 'to' 'upb' u 'do' b[,j] +< u[j]/pu * df 'od'; 
'tPue' 
'etse' 'fatse' 'fi' 
'fi,; 
'pPoc' cdatatP = 'void' : 
'begin' 'vec' dOl; 
'if' it - mnit > 1 
'then'-dOl:= tud 'sot' f; 
ant:~ 'if' conupdjac 'then' 'fatse' 
'etse' cntj +:= 1; jacob(x,b,ok); 




'if' 'not' 'check' (ctiu +:= 1; tud:= 'dee' b) 
'then' exit(5} 'fi'; 
'if' it - mnit = 1 
'then' beta:= 'nm' (dx:= tud 'sot' f); om:= 1 
'etse' 'Peat' oml:~ 'nm'((tud 'sot' fO) * tabda + dx) 
/nPmax ** 2; 
beta:= 'nPm'(dx:= tud 'sot' f); 
om:= 'nPm'(dOl - dx)/(nPmdx * beta); 
'if' oml > om 'then' om:= oml 'fi' 
'fi I; . 
49 
nPmdx:= beta; fO:= 'copy' f; kappa:= 'mazabs' b * nr>mdx/stevet; 
eta:= 'nPm'(tud 'sot' v); 
50 
'if' ant 
'then' e:= ('ma,xabs' b * (epsPj + smaii Peat* .n * 16) + epsaj) 
* eta; 
'if' e > 1 - smaii Peat 'then' e:= 1 - smaii Peat 'fi' 
'fi' 
'end'; 
'pPoc' "leve"lfu =·('vec' x, f) 'Peat' : 
'begin' fun(x,f,ok); cntf +:= 1; 
· 'if' ok 'then' 'nrom' f 'e"lse' ma,x Peat 'fi' 
'end'; 
'pPoc' exit= ('int' ePP) 'void' : 
'begin' eP:= ePP; end 'end'; 
'n"lspPbjc' n"lp = n"lp 'of' mn; 
'Pef' 'info' info= info 'of' n"lp, 
1 Pef''sca"linfo' sinfo = sinfo 'of' n"lp; 
'vec' x = x 'of' n"lp, 
'Pef''vec' xfacs = xfacs 'of' sinfo, 
ffacs = ffacs 'of' sinfo, 
'func' fun:= fun 'of' n"lp, 
'jacob' jacob:= jac 'of' n"lp, 
'Peat' d"lf = d"lf 'of' info, 
d"lPx = d"lPx 'of' info, 
d"lax = d"lax 'of' info, 
epsPf = epsPf 'of' info, 
epsaf = epsaf 'of' info, 
epsPj = epsPj 'of' info, 
epsaj = epsaj 'of' info, 
'Pef' 1 peai 1 s"levei = nromf 'of' info, 
nromdx = nromdx 'of' info, 
'Pef' 'int' it = ctit 'of' info, 
cntf = ctfu 'of' info, 
cntj = ctjc 'of' info, 
ctiu = ct"lu 'of' info, 
ep = ei' 'of' info, 
'int' maxits = maxits 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
mnit = ctit 'of' info~ 
'boot' pPint = pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn,· 
update = updok 'of' mi 'of' mn, 
1 Pef' 'boot' xscai = xscai 'of' sinfo, 
fscai ~ fscai 'of' sinfo; 
'int' n = 'upb' x, 
'Peat' e:= 0, eta:= 1, kappa:= 1, beta:= 1, om:~ 1, "labda:= 1, 
epsf, nromx, 
'boot' an"l:= 'tPue', ok:= 'tPue', 
'vec' &; 
'auxii' aux= (x, dx, info, maxits, "labda, om, kappa, 
epsf, e, 'heap' 'Peat' := 1, nromx, eta, ani, exit); 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' 
(scale 'of' sinfo)(x,info,sinfo); 
'if' sing 'of' sinfo 'then' exit(5) 'fi'; 
slevel:= 'nm' f 'of' info; 
'if' slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsPf + small Peal) * slevel + epsaf 
'else' 'vec' f:= genvec(n); 'mat' b:= gensquape(n); 
f 'of' info:= f; b 'of' info:= b; 
slevel:= levelfu(x,f); 
'if' slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 
'elif' slevel = maxraeal 'then' exit(12) 'fi'; 
epef:= (epsPf + small Peal) * slevel + epsaf; 
jacob( x, b, ok); cntj +:= 1; 
'if' 'not' ok 'then' exit(12) 'fi'; 
init 'of' info:= 'tPue'; 
(scale 'of' sinfo)(x,info,sinfo); 
'if' sing 'of' sinfo 'then' exit(5) 'fi'; 
slevel:= 'nm' f 'of' info; 
'if' slevel <= epsaf 'then' exit(O) 'fi'; 
epsf:= (epsPf + small Peal) * slevel + epsaf 
'fi I; . 
'if' fscal 'oP' xscal 
'then' fun:= ('vec' x,f, 'Pef''bool' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' 'if' xscal 
'then' 'vec' x1 = genvec(n); 
'fop' i 'to' n 'do' x1[i]:= x[i] * xfacs[i] 'od'; 
(fun 'of' nlp)(x1,f,ok) 
'else' (fun 'of' nlp)(x,f,ok) 
'fi'; 
'if' fscal 'and' ok 
'then' 'fop' i 'to' n 'do' f[i] *:= ffacs[i] 'od' 
'fi, 
'end'; 
jacob:= ('vec' x, 'mat' b, 'Pef''bool' ok) 'void': 
'begin' 'if' xscal 
'then' 'vec' x1 = genvec(n); 
'fop' i 'to' n 'do' x1[i]:= x[i] * xfacs[i] 'od'; 
(jac 'of' nlp)(x1,b,ok); 
'if' ok 'then' 'fop' i 'to' n 'do' b[,i] *< xfacs[i] 'od' 
'fi' 
'else'· (jac 'of' nlp)(x,b,ok) 
'fi'; 
'if' fscal 'and' ok 





'mat' b = b 'of' info, 'vec' f = f 'of' info; 
'int' setP:= maxint 'oveP' n; 
'int' Pk:= n, 'vec' v:= genPanvec(n), fO, '"lud' tud; 
nr'ITlX: = 'n'Y'11l' x; 
'ppoc'('auxit') 'boot' stop= 
'if' safe 'of' mi 'of' mn 'then' stopfut 'e"lse' stopspt 'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(O, aux, sinfo, 'fatse') 'fi'; 
'white' 'if' it= mnit 'then' 'tPue' 'e"lse' 'not' stop(aux) 'fi' 
'do' it+:= 1; cdata"lP; Pesbis(aux,tevetfu); 
nr'ITlX: = 'n'Y'11l' x; 
'if' 'not' ant 'and' eP I= 0 
'then' eP:= O; e:= 1 - smatt peat 'fi'; 
epsf:= (smatt Peat+ epsPf) * stevet + epsaf; 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(l, aux, sinfo, 'fatse') 'fi' 
'od'; 
end: (bcksca"le 'of' sinfo)(x,info,sinfo); 
'if' pPint 'then' monitoP(2,aux,sinfo, 
'end' 
'mat'("la 'of' nnfo 'of' n"lp) 'isnt' 'mat'('ni"l')) 'fi'; 
'if' eP /= 0 'then' ePPOP(eP) 'fi'; 
X 




'ppoc' snoleqj = ('metnlsjc' mn) 'vec' : 
d f 
l, • , , 
'pP' :x: e sno eqJ pP , , . f , f' ntp 'of' mn; 
'begin' 'Pef''int' eP = eP of ~n ° 0 
'int' maxtot:= ma:x:its 'of' mi 'of' mn; 
abu(rrrn 'ma:x:its' ma,xtot 'oveP' 2); 
mn , maxi ts' ma:x:tot; ) 'f · , 
'if' eP > O 'and' eP < 10 'then' eP:= o; gas(rrrn ~; 
x 'of' nlp 'of' rrrn 
'end' 




'op' 'nZssoZve' = ('vee' x, 'metnZsje' mn) 'vee' : 
'pr>' xdef nsvmnsj 'pr>' 
'begin' 'praoe' exit= ( 'int' er>) 'void' : 
'begin' er>r>or>(er>); end 'end'; 
'nZspr>bje' nZp = nZp 'of' mn; 
'raef' 'info' info = info 'of' nZp, 
'mat' Za = Za 'of' rainfo 'of' nZp, 
'vee' Zb = Zb 'of' r>info 'of' nZp; 
'raef''raeaZ' epsr>f = epsr>f 
epsaf = epsaf 
epsr>j = epsr>j 
epsaj = epsaj 
dZf = dZf 
dZrax = dZrax 








'int' er>= er> 'of' info; 
'if' epsr>f < smaU r>eaZ 'then' 
. 'if' epsaf < 0 'then' 
'if' epsraj < smaU raeaZ 'then' 
'if' epsaj < 0 'then' 
'if' dZf < epsaf 'then' 
'if' dZrax < smaU r>eaZ 'then' 
'if' dZax < smaU raeaZ 'then' 
x 'of' nZp:= x; 















'then' (nZssoZver> 'of' mi 'of' mn)(mn) 
'eZif' Zb 'is' 'vee'('niZ') 
epsraf:= smaU r>eaZ 
epsaf:= 0 
epsraj:= smaU r>eaZ 
epsaj:= 0 
dZf := epsaf 
dZr>x := smaZZ r>eaZ 








'then' 'int' m,;,, 1 'upb' Za, p,;,, 2 'upb' Za; 
'mat' a0 = 0 'into' gensquar>e(m); 
a0[1:m,.1:p]:= Za; 'svd' asvo, asv; 
· 'if' 'not'. 'eheek'(aev0:= 'svdee' a0) 'then' exit(6) 'fi'; 
asv:,;,, ( 'max' (sngvaZ 'of' asv0)* smaU raeaZ * 100) 'tr>ims' asv0; 
'if' 'upb' (engvaZ 'of' aev)_ I= p 'then' exit(20) 'fi'; 
· v 'of' asv:= (v 'of' asv) [1 :p, ]; 
'mat' u2_= (u 'of' asv0)[,p + 1:m]; 
'vee' g = genvee(m), 'mat' bl = genmat(m,m - p); 
'fune' fun:= fun 'of' nZp; 
fun 'of' nZp:= ( 'vee' x,f, 'raef' 'booZ' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' fun(x,g,ok); 
'if' ok 'then' f:= g * u2 'fi' 
'end'; 
'jaeob' jaeob:,;,, jae 'of' nZp; 
53 
54 
jao 'of' nZp:= ('veo' x, 'mat' b, 'pef''booZ' ok) 'void' : 
'begin' jaoob(x,bl,ok); 
'if' ok 
'then' 'foP' i 'to' m - p 'do' b[,i]:= bl[,i] * u2 'od' 'fi' 
'end'; 
x 'of' nZp:= x[l:m - pl; 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' 'veo' f = f 'of' info, 
'mat' b = b 'of' info; 
f:= f * u2; 
'foP' i 'to' m ~ p 'do' b[,i]:= b[,i] * u2 'od' 
'fi,; 
(nZssoZVeP 'of' mi 'of' mn)(mn); 
'if' eP < 10 
'then' x 'of' nZp:= x 'of' nZp - (asv 'sol' g)['at' m - p + 1]; 
f 'of' info:= u2 * f 'of' info 
'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn 
'then' monitoP(3, 
'auxiZ'(x 'of' nip, 'nil', info 'of' nZp, 0, 'nil', 'nil', 
'nil', 'nil', 'nil', 'nil', 'nil', 'nil', 'nil', exit), 
.sinfo 'of' nip, 'false') 
'fi'; 
fun 'of' nZp:= fun; jao 'of' nZp:= jaoob; 
f 'of' info:= g; init 'of' info:= 'false' 
'else' 'int' m = 'upb' x, p = 1 'upb' Za; 
'if' 2 'upb' Za I= m 'then' exit(20) 
'elif' 'upb' Zb I= p 'then' exit(21) 'fi'; 
'mat' a0 = 0 'into' gensquaPe(m); 'svd' asv0, asv; 
aQ[l :p, 1 :m] := Za; 
'if'_ 'not' 'oheok'(asv0:= 'svdeo' a0) 'then' exit(6) 'fi'; 
asv:= ( 'max' (sngvai 'of' asv0) * smaU Peal * 10) 'tPims' asv0; 
'if' 'upb'(sngvai 'of' asv) /= p 'then' exit(20) 'fi'; 
'veo' soi = asv 'soi' Zb; 
'mat' v2 = (v 'of' asv0)[1:m,p + 1: m]; 
'mat'-bl = genmat(m - p,m); 
'if' init 'of' info 
'then' 'mat' b = b 'of' info; 
'foP' i 'to' m - p 'do' b[i,J:~ b[i,J * v2 'od' 
'fi'; 
'funo' fun:= fun 'of' nZp; _ 
fun 'of' nZp:= ('veo' x, f, 'Pef''booZ' ok) 'void' : 
fun( soi + v2 * x,f,ok); 
'jaoob' jaoob:= jao 'of' nZp; 
jao 'of' nZp:= ('veo' x, 'mat' b, 'pef''booZ' ok) 'void': 
'begin' jaoob(soi + v2 * x, bl,ok); 
'if' ok 
'then' 'fop' i 'to' m - p 'do' b[,i]:= bl * v2[,il 'od' 'fi' 
'end'; 
x 'of' nip:= (x - sol) * v2; 
x 'of' nZp:= soi + 
V2 * (nlssoZVeP 'of' mi 'of' mn)(rrrn); 
'if I eP < 10 
'then' f 'of' info:= f 'of' info + 
(Za * x 'of' nip - Zb)['at' m - p + 1] 
'fi'; 
'if' pPint 'of' mi 'of' mn 
'then' monitoP(3, 
'au:x:iZ'(x 'of' nip, 'nil', info 'of' nip, O, 'nil',. 'nit',. 
'nil', 'nit', 'nit', 'nit', 'nit', 'nil', 'nit', exit), 
sinfo 'of' nZp, 'faZse') 
'fi'; 
fun 'of' nZp:= fun; ja~ 'of' nZp:= ja~ob; 
init 'of' info:= 'faZse' 
'fi I; 
end: x 'of' nZp 






of mode, operator, field and routine names. [ ] refers to definitions and 
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general diff newton [B.2] (5,1)) 





.'jacob' [Pj.5] (2, 6) 
jacobnnf (34) 
'jacobian' () 2,23) 
ia (7) 
lb (8) 
'linmat' [Pf.7][Pv.9] (3,4,JO) 
'Unvec' [Pf.SJ (3,)0) 
maxits. (9) 







newton [A. J J (4, 12) 
nlp (9) 
'nlsprb' (8,) ) ) 
'nlsprbjc' (8,12) 
'nlsprob 1 (8) 
'nlsprobjc' (8) 








poly ne-twon [A.3] (4,12) 
poly diff newton [B.3] (5,11] 
print (9) 





'safe' [F.3] (6, 9, IO) 
scale (8,35) 











'updok I [F.2] (5,9,10) 
X (8) 
xfacs (8) 
xscal (8) 
